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6.1

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, the wireless communication channel can be modeled as a timevarying (TV) linear1 system whose output is corrupted by additive noise. To reliably
recover the transmitted information from the channel output, the receiver must address
the effects of both linear distortion and additive noise. While, in theory, the mitigation
of linear distortion and additive noise should be done jointly, in practice the task is often
partitioned into two tasks, equalization and decoding, in order to reduce implementation
complexity.
Roughly speaking, equalization leverages knowledge of channel structure to mitigate
the effects of the linear distortion while decoding leverages knowledge of code structure
to mitigate the channel’s additive noise component. The equalizer might be well informed
about the channel (e.g., knowing the complete channel impulse response) or relatively uninformed (e.g., knowing only the maximum channel length). In some cases, knowledge of
symbol structure (e.g., the symbol alphabet or, if applicable, the fact that the symbols have
a constant modulus) is assumed to be in the domain of the equalizer, while in other cases
it is assumed to be in the domain of the decoder; since the equalizer and decoder work
together to infer the transmitted information from the channel output, the role of equalization versus decoding is somewhat a matter of definition. For this chapter, however, we
assume that exploitation of code structure is not in the domain of the equalizer.
Generally speaking, the output of the equalizer is a sequence of symbol (or bit) estimates which have been, to the best of the equalizer’s ability, freed of channel corruption.
These estimates are then passed to the decoder for further refinement and final decision
making. In so called turbo equalization schemes [DJB+ 95, KST04], the decoder passes
1 Some

channels are better modeled as nonlinear, but such channels are not the focus of this book.
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refined soft bit estimates back to the equalizer for further refinement, and the equalizer
passes further refined soft bit estimates to the decoder. The process is then iterated until the equalizer and decoder “agree” on the soft bit estimates. Note that the use of soft
bit estimates implies that the equalizer treats the bits as (a priori) independent. Turbo
equalization is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 and will be discussed in more detail later.
The inputs to an equalizer depend on its design. So-called coherent equalizers are assumed to know the parameters describing the state of the TV linear system that they are
trying to mitigate, or an estimate thereof. Typical examples of channel state parameters
include impulse response coefficients or inter-carrier interference coefficients. Coherent equalization requires the simultaneous operation of a channel estimator, whose main
purpose is to provide accurate and up-to-date estimates of the TV channel state to the
equalizer. Channel estimation is discussed in Chapter 4. The idea to separate channel
estimation from equalization can be traced back to early work by Kailath [Kai60].
So-called noncoherent equalizers operate without explicit knowledge of the channel
state, and therefore are not dependent on the implementation of a channel estimator. Noncoherent equalizers, however, are sometimes assumed to know the channel statistics (e.g.,
the scattering function) or an estimate thereof. In the case of a non-stationary channel,
the statistics themselves would need to be tracked. In their most general form, noncoherent equalizers treat the channel parameters as “nuisance parameters” that complicate
data estimation. In some cases they explicitly estimate the channel state parameters in
conjunction with the data (i.e., joint channel/symbol estimation), while in other cases they
compute data estimates without ever computing a channel estimate.
The equalization of rapidly TV communication channels is much more challenging
than the equalization of their time-invariant (or slowly TV) counterparts. This can be
understood intuitively as follows. From the perspective of coherent equalization, a rapidly
TV channel implies that the channel state is constantly changing, which implies that the
equalizer must be constantly redesigned in order to stay well matched to the channel.
From the perspective of noncoherent equalization, a rapidly TV channel has more degrees
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of freedom (over a given bandwidth and signaling epoch) than a slowly varying channel,
and thus more nuisance parameters to contend with.
Beyond these intuitive considerations, there is another important reason why rapidly
TV channels are more difficult to equalize than slowly TV ones. For time-invariant linear channels, information can be split up and transmitted in parallel on non-interfering
subcarriers. In this case, equalization becomes a simple matter of adjusting the gain and
phase on each received subcarrier. This is, in fact, the main idea behind multi-carrier
modulation schemes like orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [Cim85].
For slowly TV channels, the same approach can be easily extended: to mimic a timeinvariant channel, the OFDM symbol duration can be chosen shorter than the channel’s
coherence time. But, as now explained, such an approach turns out to be impractical for
rapidly TV channels. To prevent interference between adjacent OFDM symbols, guard
intervals are typically inserted. For time-invariant or slowly TV channels, the loss in spectral efficiency due to the inclusion of these guards can be made small, since the channel
delay spread (and hence the guard interval) is much smaller than the channel coherence
time (and hence the OFDM symbol length). For rapidly TV channels, the OFDM symbol length would need to be made extremely short, at which point the loss of spectral
efficiency due to guard insertion would be severe. If one tried to optimize the modulation strategy, one would find that it is in fact impossible to prevent interference among
the subcarriers without significant compromise in spectral efficiency [SB03]— a consequence of the Balian-Low theorem [Dau92]. To summarize: while the equalization of
slowly TV channels can be trivialized via suitable choice of the transmission scheme, the
equalization of rapidly TV channels cannot.
The remainder of this chapter will be organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we outline
the system model assumed throughout the chapter and detail the essential features that
result from rapid channel time-variation. In Section 6.3, we describe coherent approaches
to equalization of rapidly TV channels and, in Section 6.4, we describe noncoherent approaches. In Section 6.5, we conclude.

6.2

System model

We now outline the system model used in the remainder of the chapter. In this chapter,
we focus on systems which use a single transmitter antenna and a single receiver antenna;
multi-antenna systems will be discussed in Chapter 8.

6.2.1

Basic assumptions

As discussed in Chapter 1, the time-domain received sample r[n] can be written in terms of
M−1
the transmitted sequence (s[n])n∈Z , the TV time-n length-M impulse response (h[n, m])m=0
,
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and additive white Gaussian noise process (w[n])n∈Z of variance σw2 as follows:
M−1

r[n]

∑ h[n, m]s[n − m] + w[n].

=

(6.1)

m=0

In this chapter, we assume that the transmitted sequence (s[n])n∈Z is generated from the
finite-alphabet symbol sequence (a[k])k∈Z using a generic finite-memory linear modulation scheme, and that the demodulated sequence (y[k])k∈Z is generated from the received
sequence (r[n])n∈Z using a corresponding finite-memory linear demodulation scheme.
Prior to modulation, the symbol sequence (a[k])k∈Z is mapped from a coded-bit sequence
(c[ j]) j∈Z which is generated from an information-bit sequence (b[i])i∈Z via rate-Rc coding and interleaving. We denote the symbol alphabet by A , its cardinality by |A |, and
the set of admissible symbol sequences (as allowed by coding/interleaving) by A .
For ease of notation, we find it convenient to assume block transmission with block
length K, where the symbols
T
a , a[0] a[1] · · · a[K − 1] ∈ A K
can be related to the demodulated channel outputs
y , y[0]

y[1]

through the matrix/vector equation

···

T
y[K − 1] ∈ CK

y = Γ
| HG
{z } a + z.
,Q

(6.2)

We note, however, that the block length K can be arbitrarily large and that the receiver
might not be able to store/process the entire vector y. In (6.2), Γ , H, and G are matrix
representations of the linear demodulation operator, the linear TV channel, and the linear
modulation operator, respectively, and
T
z , z[0] z[1] · · · z[K − 1] ∈ CK

represents the noise after demodulation. We note that the effective channel matrix Q =
Γ HG ∈ CK×K represents the combined effects of modulation, channel propagation, and
demodulation, and will be used extensively throughout the chapter. Finally, we collect, in
the vector c, the K log2 |A | coded bits that determine the K symbols in a. Note that, with
a block length of K, we have A ⊂ A K .
In writing (6.2), we have assumed that the K demodulated samples in y are sufficient
for equalization/decoding of the K symbols in a (i.e., that (y[k])k<0 and (y[k])k≥K can be
ignored), and that inter-block interference (IBI) is negligible. These assumptions will be
satisfied for any well-designed block transmission scheme. Furthermore, we will assume
that the noise z, the symbols a, and the effective channel Q are mutually independent, and
that (unless otherwise noted) the symbols a are zero-mean (i.e., µ a = 0) and white (i.e.,2

2 Throughout

the chapter, we use subscripted versions of C to denote covariance matrices.
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Figure 6.2 Support region of (a) “widely quasi-banded” and (b) “narrowly quasi-banded” matrices. While M is often large (e.g., in the hundreds), D is usually very small (e.g., 1 or 2).

Ca = σa2 I). Finally, it should be noted that the demodulated noise z is not assumed to
be white unless otherwise noted; although (w[n])n∈Z is white, the demodulation process
does not necessarily guarantee white (z[k])k∈Z .
Throughout the chapter, we assume that the equalizer knows the symbol alphabet A
but not the code structure, i.e., A . Thus, the topic of joint equalization/decoding lies
outside the scope of this chapter. Turbo equalization, where separate equalization and
decoding steps are iterated (as illustrated in Fig. 6.1) will, however, be discussed.

6.2.2

The structure of the effective channel matrix Q

In block equalization, if it can be assumed that certain coefficients of Q will be negligible
for nearly all realizations of Q, then it is reasonable to conclude that an equalizer which
ignores these coefficients will perform nearly as good as an equalizer which incorporates
these coefficients. However, the equalizer which ignores these coefficients may be significantly cheaper to implement, especially if the proportion of negligible coefficients is
large. This is, in fact, the guiding principle behind the design of practical equalization
algorithms for rapidly TV channels.
Based on the characteristics of rapidly TV channels and commonly used modulation/demodulation schemes, we partition effective channel matrices Q into three classes
based on the support region of non-negligible coefficients within the matrix: i) widely
quasi-banded, ii) narrowly quasi-banded, and iii) fully populated matrices. The support regions of widely quasi-banded and narrowly quasi-banded matrices are defined in
Fig. 6.2, and illustrative examples of Q based on a randomly generated channel impulse
response and several modulation/demodulation schemes are given in Fig. 6.3 (the construction of which will be detailed below). Note that we use the term “quasi-banded” as
opposed to “banded” due to the corner3 support regions in Fig. 6.2. Banded matrices, like
that illustrated in Fig. 6.5(b), will also be discussed in the sequel.
3 Note that the one-corner support of the widely quasi-banded matrix in Fig. 6.2(a) can be transformed into the
two-corner support of the narrowly quasi-banded matrix in Fig. 6.2(b) by simply rotating the columns of the
former matrix right by M/2 places. Thus, the essential difference between these matrices is really the width of
the support region (i.e., M versus 2D + 1).
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(a) TV convolution

(b) widely quasi-banded

(c) narrowly quasi-banded

(d) fully populated

Figure 6.3 Example of (a) a TV-channel’s propagation matrix and the corresponding effective
channel matrices that result from (b) CP-SCM, (c) CP-OFDM with max-SINR receiver windowing
[Sch04], and (d) CP-OFDM with rectangular receiver windowing. The dot size is proportional to
the coefficient magnitude.

To understand how these patterns manifest in Q = Γ HG, we must consider the composite effect of linear modulation G, propagation through the TV linear channel H, and
demodulation Γ . As implied by (6.1), the channel propagation matrix H is a TV convoM−1
lution matrix whose nth row contains the impulse response coefficients (h[n, m])m=0
. For
example, Fig. 6.3(a) shows a TV channel propagation matrix for M = 8 that was randomly
generated according to the WSSUS Jakes [Stü01] fading assumption with νmax Ts = 0.03,
where νmax denotes the maximum (single-sided) Doppler spread in Hz and Ts the channeluse interval (i.e., the symbol period in a single-carrier system) in seconds. If the channel
was time-invariant, the propagation matrix would have a Toeplitz structure. But here,
since the channel is rapidly TV, each coefficient’s magnitude varies smoothly along its
diagonal of the propagation matrix. Given the construction of H, the characteristics of Q
will depend on the choices of G and Γ and their interaction with H, as discussed next.
Single-carrier modulation/demodulation
For single-carrier modulation/demodulation schemes, G and Γ accomplish little more
than insertion and removal of a guard interval (of length Ng ≥ M − 1). In this case, Q is
created from the propagation matrix H by simply cutting the first Ng columns of H out
and superimposing them onto the last Ng columns of H. This operation was used, e.g.,
to create the widely quasi-banded matrix in Fig. 6.3(b) from the TV convolution matrix
in Fig. 6.3(a). More precisely, when H has dimensions K × (K + M − 1), cyclic-prefixed
single carrier modulation (CP-SCM) [FABSE02] uses


0
IM−1
G = IK−M+1
0  and Γ = IK ,
(6.3)
0
IM−1

whereas zero-padded single carrier modulation (ZP-SCM) [WMG04] uses a slightly different construction of G, H, and Γ that results in an equivalent Q matrix. We consider the
effective channel matrix generated from SCM to be widely quasi-banded because M, the
width of the non-negligible band in Q, is typically large: since M , ⌈τmax /Ts ⌉ is the dis-
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crete delay spread of the channel, it is not unusual for M to be in the hundreds (e.g., delay
spread τmax = 20µ s and bandwidth 1/Ts = 10 MHz yield M = 200). Though small-M
applications do exist, they yield equalization problems that are not very challenging, and
hence not very interesting, especially in the coherent setting. Hence, we focus on the case
of large M.
Time-frequency concentrated modulation/demodulation
The effect, on the transmitted signal {s[n]}, of propagation through the linear TV channel
{h[n, m]} can be understood as simultaneous delay and Doppler spreading. Thus, if each
symbol a[k] is modulated on a time-frequency concentrated waveform
T
gk , gk [0] · · · gk [N − 1] for suitable4 N, so that
K−1

s[n] =

∑ a[k]gk [n]

k=0

for n = 0, . . . , N − M,

(6.4)

where gk is sufficiently “isolated” from the other waveforms {gk′ }k′ 6=k in the time-frequency
domain, then propagation through the delay/Doppler spreading channel should cause only
mild interference between these {a[k]}. Extraction of the kth symbol’s contribution from
the received signal {r[n]} would then be accomplished via the linear demodulation operation
N−1

y[k]

=

∑ r[n]γk∗ [n]

for

n=0

k = 0, . . . , K − 1,

(6.5)

T
for γ k = γk [0] · · · γk [N − 1] concentrated at the same time and frequency as gk .
This is the main idea behind pulse-shaped multicarrier schemes like [LAB95, HB97,
MK97, KM98, Böl02, SB03, Sch04, RBL06, DS07, MSG+ 07] as well as Slepian schemes
like [SAMT05].
With suitably designed modulation/demodulation waveforms {gk } and {γ k }, the combined channel matrix Q under (6.4)-(6.5) can be ensured to have the narrowly quasibanded structure illustrated in Fig. 6.2(b). There, D can be interpreted as the (singlesided) discrete Doppler spread of the effective channel and 2D + 1 can be recognized as
the width of the non-negligible interference band. Typically D is chosen as
D = ⌈νmax Ts K + D0 ⌉,

(6.6)

where D0 is a small non-negative constant (e.g., 0 ≤ D0 ≤ 2 for a well-designed modulation/demodulation scheme), as discussed in the sequel. We can see that Q will be
narrowly quasi-banded, so that 2D + 1 ≪ M, by plugging the typical block-length choice
of K = 4M into (6.6) and then using the definition M = τmax /Ts to see that [HS06]
D ≤ ⌈4νmax τmax ⌉ + ⌈D0 ⌉
= 1 + ⌈D0 ⌉ when

4 If

0 < 2νmax τmax ≤ 0.5.

(6.7)
(6.8)

N exceeds the time period between consecutive block transmissions, then inter-block interference (IBI) can
result. In this case, the model (6.2) can be generalized to y = Qa + Qpre apre + Qpst apst + z, where Qpre apre
accounts for pre-cursor IBI and Qpst apst accounts for post-cursor IBI. The IBI can be made negligible, however,
with suitable design of modulation/demodulation pulses {gk } and {γ k }.
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Figure 6.4 For the IBI model y = Qa + Qpre apre + Qpst apst + z, with K = 64, Ng = 15, M = 16,
νmax Ts = 0.003, and WSSUS Jakes fading (see Chapter 1), subplot (b) shows the mean-square value
(in dB) of a coefficient in Q versus its distance “d” from the main diagonal of Q, while subplots (a)
and (c) show the same for the coefficients in Qpre and Qpst , respectively. The dashed vertical line
indicates D = ⌈νmax Ts K⌉. JOMS refers to Das and Schniter’s joint transmitter/receiver optimization max-SINR scheme [DS07] while S-OFDM refers to Strohmer and Beaver’s orthogonal scheme
[SB03].

The quantity 2νmax τmax , sometimes referred to as the “spreading index,” describes the
total severity of delay-Doppler spreading. The boundary between underspread and overspread channels occurs at 2νmax τmax = 1, and it can be safely assumed that 2νmax τmax ≪ 1
for practical applications. Thus, from (6.8), we conclude that the width of the nonnegligible coefficient band is 2D+1 ≤ 3+2⌈D0 ⌉ when suitable modulation/demodulation
waveforms are used. In summary, 2D + 1 ≪ M is a reasonable claim for the values of M
that are of interest in this chapter.
As an example, Fig. 6.3(c) shows Q constructed via cyclic-prefixed orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CP-OFDM) [Cim85] with max-SINR receiver pulse-shaping
[Sch04] using the TV convolution matrix shown in Fig. 6.3(a). Though the channel has
an extremely high spreading index of 2νmax τmax = 0.8, all coefficients in Q outside of the

2
3-wide band are negligible. As another example, Fig. 6.4 shows E [Q]k,k+d
(in dB)
versus d for several modulation/demodulation schemes and a channel with a spreading in
2
dex of 0.1. (E [Q]k,k+d
is invariant to k.) As can be seen in Fig. 6.4, the JOMS scheme
from [DS07] suppresses coefficients outside the band of radius D = ⌈νmax Ts K⌉ = 1 by at
least 44 dB.
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ix

At this point we make one final observation about a narrowly quasi-banded matrix Q.
If we upper-triangularize Q, e.g., via the QR decomposition Q = VQ̄ where V is unitary
and Q̄ is upper triangular, then Q̄ will have the “V-shaped” structure shown in Fig. 6.5(c)
on page xiii. Such upper-triangularization of Q occurs prior to decision feedback and
tree-search based equalization, as discussed in Section 6.3.2.
Other modulation/demodulation schemes
K−1
When the modulation and demodulation pulses {gk }K−1
k=0 and {γ k }k=0 are not designed
to curb the effects of delay/Doppler spreading, the support of non-negligible coefficients
within Q can be widespread, to the point where Q must be considered as fully populated.
Examples of such modulation/demodulation schemes include the wavelet-based schemes
[Wor96, Mar00], the chirp-based schemes [Mar01, BT01, KS08], a scheme designed to
maximize a lower bound on capacity [YCL07], and the diversity maximizing schemes
[MG03, HS07c].
Even popular multicarrier schemes like CP-OFDM, when used with a rectangular receiver pulse, yield a near-fully populated Q when the channel is TV rapidly enough.
Fig. 6.3 shows this by example: the effective channel matrix in Fig. 6.3(d) was constructed from the TV convolution matrix in Fig. 6.3(a) via standard CP-OFDM. Notice
that the non-negligible coefficients in Q are not all located in the central band of the ma
2
trix. Fig. 6.4 shows a similar phenomenon: for CP-OFDM, E [Q]k,k+d
decays very
slowly with d, the distance from the main diagonal of Q.

6.3

Coherent equalization

In this section, we focus on coherent equalization, i.e., equalization under the assumption that the channel matrix H, and thus the effective channel matrix Q, is known. The
noncoherent case will be discussed in Section 6.4.
In Section 6.3.1, we discuss several criteria (i.e., notions of optimality) under which
coherent equalizers are designed, and, in Section 6.3.2, we describe classical equalization
algorithms for generic Q. Then, in Sections 6.3.3–6.3.4, we focus on coherent equalization techniques for the specific types of Q anticipated for rapidly TV channels in Section 6.2.2.

6.3.1

Coherent equalization criteria

Referring to (6.2), the goal of coherent block equalization is estimation of the symbol
vector a, or the corresponding coded-bit vector c, from the linearly distorted and noisy
demodulator output vector y, assuming knowledge of the channel matrix Q and the noise
statistics. Note that this may or may not include a hard-decision or quantization step,
as explained later. In any case, we are fundamentally interested in identifying the “opti-
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mal” method to generate these symbol estimates. The answer, however, depends on how
optimality is defined, i.e., which equalization criterion is employed.
In organizing the criteria that are most often used for equalizer design, it helps to
consider how the equalizer outputs will be used by the receiver (e.g., by the decoder).
Hard symbol or bit estimates
If there is no decoder or if the decoder wants hard estimates of the symbols or bits, then
the goal is to produce a finite-alphabet estimate â ∈ A K . (Recall that the equalizer is
assumed to know the symbol alphabet A but not the set of coded symbol sequences A .)
Maximum a posteriori (MAP) sequence detection (SD) [Poo94] minimizes the probability of sequence error. By definition, the MAPSD estimate is
âcMAPSD

,

arg max Pr{a = a′ | y, Q}.
a′ ∈A K

(6.9)

In (6.9), we use the notation “cMAPSD” to emphasize that this is the coherent version of
the MAP criterion applied to sequence detection. In contrast, coherent MAP symbol and
bit detection takes the form
âcMAP [k] ,

arg max Pr{a[k] = a | y, Q}

ĉcMAP [ j] ,

arg max Pr{c[ j] = c | y, Q} for

a∈A

for

c∈{0,1}

k ∈ 0, . . . , K − 1

(6.10)

j ∈ 0, . . . , K log2 |A | − 1. (6.11)

In writing (6.9)-(6.11), we have treated the channel Q as a random quantity.
If we assume that each of the symbol sequences in A K has equal prior probability, i.e.,
Pr{a = a′ } = 1/|A |K ∀a′ ∈ A K , then coherent MAPSD reduces to coherent maximum
likelihood (ML) SD [Poo94]:
âcMLSD

,

arg max f (y | a, Q),
a∈A K

(6.12)

where f (y | a, Q) denotes the probability density function of y conditioned on a and Q,
also known as the likelihood function. To see this, notice from Bayes rule that
Pr{a = a′ | y, Q}

=

1 f (y | a′ , Q)
f (y | a′ , Q) Pr{a = a′ | Q}
=
,
f (y | Q)
|A |K f (y | Q)

(6.13)

from which it becomes clear that maximizing Pr{a = a′ | y, Q} over a′ is equivalent to
maximizing f (y | a′ , Q) over a′ . Due to our assumption of zero-mean Gaussian noise with
2
1
covariance Cz , we have f (y | a′ , Q) = π K det{C
exp(−ky − Qa′ C−1 ), so that coherent
z}
z
MLSD reduces to
âcMLSD

= arg min y − Qa
a∈A K

2
.
C−1
z

(6.14)

Above, we used the quadratic-form notation kzk2A , zH Az, where A is any positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix.

xi
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Complex-field symbol estimates
If the decoder prefers or tolerates complex-valued symbol estimates, rather than finitealphabet symbol estimates, then one can consider equalization schemes that yield â ∈ CK .
Note, however, that we still assume a ∈ A K .
A popular criterion for this case is minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) [Poo94].
The coherent unconstrained MMSE sequence estimate is defined as

âcMMSE , arg min E ka − a′ k2 y, Q .
(6.15)
a′ ∈CK

Since the MMSE estimate equals the conditional mean [Poo94], we have
âcMMSE

= E{a | y, Q} =
=

∑

a∈A K

a p(a | y, Q)

f (y | a, Q)p(a)
.
′
′
a ∈A K f (y | a , Q)p(a )

∑K a ∑ ′

a∈A

(6.16)
(6.17)

If we assume that p(a) is uniformly distributed over A K , then
âcMMSE

=


∑a∈A K a exp − ky − Qak2C−1
z
.
∑a′ ∈A K exp − ky − Qa′ k2 −1

(6.18)

Cz

Notice from (6.18) that the finite-alphabet nature of a makes the conditional mean difficult
to evaluate, since it requires the evaluation of |A |K terms.
To reduce complexity, the MMSE criterion is often employed in conjunction with particular constraints on how the symbol estimates are generated from y. The most common
examples are MMSE linear equalization (6.22) and MMSE decision feedback equalization (6.27). Note that, if one assumes that a|y, Q is Gaussian distributed, then the
unconstrained MMSE estimator (6.15) itself becomes a linear function of y [Poo94].
As the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases, the effect of linear channel distortion
overwhelms that of additive noise, motivating the so-called zero-forcing (ZF) criterion.
Effectively, ZF equalizers “invert” the effect of the linear channel distortion while ignoring the presence of additive channel noise. The most common examples are ZF linear
equalization and ZF decision feedback equalization, both described in Section 6.3.2. In
the absence of additive noise, ZF equalizers are equivalent to their MMSE counterparts.
Soft bit estimates
If the decoder prefers soft bit estimates, then the goal is to produce reliability information
on each of the coded bits in c. Typically, bit reliabilities are expressed in the form of a log
likelihood ratio (LLR) for each bit. The goal of coherent equalization thus becomes the
computation of the coherent posterior LLRs5
Lc|y,Q [ j] ,

ln

Pr{c[ j] = 1 | y, Q}
Pr{c[ j] = 0 | y, Q}

for

j = 0, . . . , K log2 |A | − 1,

(6.19)

5 Sometimes it is more practical to calculate posteriors using only a limited number of (say J) future observations

[LVS95]. In this so-called “fixed lag” case, the conditioning in (6.19) is performed on (y[0], . . . , y[⌈ log j|A | ⌉ +

J])T instead of y.
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given the a-priori LLRs
Lc [ j] ,

ln

Pr{c[ j] = 1}
Pr{c[ j] = 0}

for

j = 0, . . . , K log2 |A | − 1.

(6.20)

When nothing is a-priori known about the bit c[ j], the value Lc [ j] = 0 is used. Nonzero
a-priori LLRs are used, e.g., when the equalizer is fed by the outputs of a soft decoder,
as in turbo equalization (see Fig. 6.1) or when certain bits are known pilots. If c[ j] was
a pilot (or otherwise known with complete confidence), then Lc [ j] = ±∞. Recall that the
use of a-priori LLRs implies that the equalizer treats the coded bits as independent.
Hard MAP bit estimates can be generated by quantizing the posterior LLRs as follows:

1
ĉcMAP [ j] =
1 + sign(Lc|y,Q [ j]) .
(6.21)
2

6.3.2

Coherent equalization tools

The coherent equalization criteria discussed in Section 6.3.1 each describe a particular
goal for equalization, but not how equalization would be practically implemented. For
example, the MAPSD, MLSD, and (unconstrained) MMSE estimates described in Section 6.3.1 require the evaluation of O(|A |K ) metrics if computed via brute force, which
is not practical for typical values of K. In this section, we review classical equalization
implementations whose designs are guided by the various criteria in Section 6.3.1.
Trellis-based equalization
Trellis methods can be used to implement MLSD and MAP equalization when Q is a
banded matrix. As illustrated in Fig. 6.5, a banded matrix differs from its quasi-banded
counterpart due to the lack of corner elements. A banded matrix manifests when, e.g., the
first and last few elements of a are known or zero-valued.6 If Q is a banded matrix with a
2D + 1 wide band, then the Viterbi algorithm [For72] can perform MAPSD/MLSD equalization using O(KD|A |2D+1 ) operations. Similarly, the forward-backward (or BCJR)
algorithm [BCJR74] can be used to accomplish MAP symbol/bit equalization with a complexity of O(KD|A |2D+1 ) operations [For73, Appendix]. Lower-complexity trellis-based
approximate MAP equalizers include fixed-lag approaches [LVS95] and the soft-output
Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) [HH89]. In all cases, the complexity is linear in the block
length K and exponential in the effective channel length 2D + 1. Thus, these techniques
will be practical if and only if 2D + 1 is very small.
Trellis methods can be modified to work on quasi-banded Q using, e.g., a “tail-biting”
approach. Here, from an arbitrary location within the block, the Viterbi algorithm is initialized from each of the possible |A |2D+1 states and forced to terminate in the same state;
the initialization leading to the optimum sequence metric is then chosen. This approach
requires running the Viterbi algorithm |A |2D+1 times, for a total cost of O(KD|A |4D+2 )
operations.
6 More precisely,

consider the system model (6.2). If Q is as illustrated in Fig. 6.5(a) and the last M − 1 elements
T
of a are zero-valued, then we can write y = Q̆ă+z where ă = a[0] · · · a[K − M] and where Q̆ is a banded
matrix (as illustrated in Fig. 6.5(b)) with an M-wide band. Or, if Q is as illustrated in Fig. 6.5(b) and the first and
T
last D elements of a are zero-valued, then we can write y = Q̆ă + z where ă = a[D] · · · a[K − D − 1]
and where Q̆ is a banded matrix (as illustrated in Fig. 6.5(b)) with a 2D + 1 wide band.
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Figure 6.5 Support region of (a) “quasi-banded,” (b) “banded,” and (c) “V-shaped” matrices.
From quasi-banded (a), banded (b) is obtained by deleting the first and last D columns, while Vshaped (c) is obtained by upper triangularization.

Linear equalization
In linear equalization, the symbol estimates are a linear function of the observation y, i.e.,
âLIN

= Ey,

(6.22)

for a suitably chosen matrix E ∈ CK×K . In some cases, such as when it is impractical to
process the entire observation y at once, additional constraints are placed on E. Because
linear equalization ignores the finite-alphabet property of a, its performance is generally
much worse than that of techniques which leverage the finite-alphabet property.
The coherent linear MMSE (LMMSE)7 equalizer uses, for E in (6.22),

ELMMSE , arg min E ka − âLIN k2 Q .
(6.23)
E∈CK×K

Given the symbol and noise statistics assumed in Section 6.2, it can be shown [Ver98] that
ELMMSE

= QH (QQH + σa−2 Cz )−1
H

= (Q

−2
−1 H −1
C−1
z Q + σa IK ) Q Cz .

(6.24)
(6.25)

The matrix inversion lemma8 can be used to relate (6.24) and (6.25). The linear ZF (LZF)
estimator uses (6.22) with E set to
ELZF

= Q−1 ,

(6.26)

assuming that Q is invertible. When Q is not invertible, the LZF equalizer is said not to
exist.
Due to the matrix inversions in (6.24)–(6.26), the complexity of LMMSE and LZF
equalization is O(K 3 ), which is much less than the O(|A |K ) complexity of unconstrained
MMSE estimation in (6.18). Still, O(K 3 ) may be impractical when K is large.
7 Note that the LMMSE equalizer described here is a generalization of the classical tapped delay-line LMMSE
equalizer [Pro01].
8 The matrix inversion lemma can be stated as (A−1 + BC−1 BH )−1 = A − AB(C + BH AB)−1 BH A, assuming
the inverses exist.
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Decision feedback equalization
Decision feedback equalization (DFE) exploits the finite-alphabet symbol property while
keeping complexity close to that of linear equalization. Essentially, it makes hard symbol
decisions sequentially and leverages past decisions for future symbol estimates.
The DFE generates complex-valued symbol estimates as follows:9
âDFE
CK

K

= Ey − (U − IK )DA (âDFE ).

(6.27)

In (6.27), DA (·) :
→ A denotes element-wise quantization w.r.t. the symbol alphabet A , U ∈ CK×K is monic upper triangular (to ensure that decision feedback is strictly
causal), and E ∈ CK×K . Keeping the monic upper-triangular property of U in mind, (6.27)
can be understood as follows: the estimate âDFE [K − 1] is linearly computed from y using
the last row in E; then, the estimate âDFE [K − 2] is linearly computed from y and quantized âDFE [K − 1] using the second-to-last rows in E and U, respectively; then, the estimate
âDFE [K − 3] is linearly computed from y and quantized {âDFE [K − 2], âDFE [K − 1]} using
the third-to-last rows in E and U, respectively; and so on.
The DFE matrices E and U are typically designed according to the MMSE or ZF
criteria. As with linear equalization, additional constraints may be placed on E and/or U.
The coherent MMSE-DFE [CF97] uses (6.27) with {E, U} set to
{EMMSE-DFE , UMMSE-DFE } = arg min E{ka − âDFE k2 | Q}
E,U

assuming DA (âDFE ) = a,

(6.28)

i.e., set to minimize the MSE of âDFE under the assumption of perfect decision feedback.
It can be shown that UMMSE-DFE and EMMSE-DFE can be computed with the aid of an LDU
decomposition [ADS00]:
UH
MMSE-DFE ∆ MMSE-DFE UMMSE-DFE

−2
= QH C−1
z Q + σa I

(6.29)

EMMSE-DFE

= UMMSE-DFE ELMMSE ,

(6.30)

with ELMMSE given by (6.24)-(6.25). The ZF-DFE takes the form of (6.27) with UZF-DFE
H
computed via the LDU decomposition UH
ZF-DFE ∆ ZF-DFE UZF-DFE = Q Q, and with EZF-DFE =
−1
UZF-DFE Q .
In practice, the hard decisions in (6.27) are not always perfect, which leads to the
phenomenon known as error propagation [Od85]. There, a decision error on a[k] has the
effect of amplifying, rather than canceling, the interference that a[k] causes to the not-yetestimated symbols {a[k′ ]}kk−1
′ =0 . While error propagation can be somewhat alleviated by
detecting symbols with higher signal-to-interference noise ratio (SINR) first (e.g., by VBLAST detection ordering [WFGV98]), error propagation is better avoided through tree
search or iterative soft equalization, as discussed below.
Finally, we note that hybrid trellis/DFE techniques have been proposed with complexities and performances that lie between trellis and DFE methods. Two of the more well
known techniques are reduced state sequence estimation [EQ88] and delayed decision
feedback estimation [DHH89].
9 The

DFE described here is sometimes referred to as a “generalized” DFE to distinguish it from the classical
DFE implemented using tapped delay-line forward and feedback filters [ADC95].
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Equalization based on tree search
In DFE, a single hypothesis of the sequence (a[k + 1], . . . , a[K − 1]) is used to aid the
estimation of a[k]. Tree-search10 methods improve on this idea by keeping and using
several hypotheses of the sequence (a[k + 1], . . . , a[K − 1]) until it is clear which is the
single best hypothesis.
Tree-search algorithms can be partitioned into optimal and suboptimal approaches.
Optimal tree search methods are capable of implementing MLSD with a complexity that
is on average much less than that of brute-force search [Mow94]. Though this average
complexity has been claimed to grow as roughly O(K 3 ) at sufficiently high SNR [HV05],
a careful analysis shows that, in fact, the average complexity of optimal tree search is
exponential in K [JO05]. To circumvent the potentially high complexity of exact tree
search (especially at low SNR), suboptimal tree search may be considered, since a very
small performance sacrifice can often lead to a huge reduction in complexity. In fact, a
well-designed suboptimal tree search can achieve near-ML performance with near-DFE
complexity [MEDC06]. When assessing a suboptimal tree search algorithm, it is most
appropriate to think in terms of its performance/complexity tradeoff.
Before conducting a tree search, the observations y in (6.2) must be pre-processed to
yield a causal observation model of the form
ȳ

= Q̄ā + z̄,

(6.31)

where Q̄ is upper triangular and ā is some permutation of a. Ignoring permutation for the
moment (so that ā = a), the standard approach to upper-triangularization of (6.2) is QR
decomposition: if Q = VQR Q̄QR , where VQR is unitary and Q̄QR is upper triangular, then
H
pre-processing according to ȳ = VH
QR y , ȳQR yields (6.31) with Q̄ = Q̄QR and z̄ = VQR z ,
z̄QR . Notice that z̄QR is statistically equivalent to z. As we show below, QR pre-processing
is closely related to the feedforward filtering operation in ZF-DFE. Since the MMSEDFE is known to outperform the ZF-DFE in noisy environments, it has been suggested
[DEC03] to replace the QR pre-processing step with its MMSE-DFE equivalent, at least
for suboptimal tree search. To see this from another perspective, imagine for the moment
that suboptimal tree search is conducted according to the most greedy method possible,
i.e., with a single surviving hypothesis per stage. Then, if QR pre-processing is used, this
suboptimal tree search is exactly the ZF-DFE, whereas, if MMSE-DFE pre-processing is
used, this suboptimal tree search is exactly the MMSE-DFE.
We will now provide the technical link between the QR decomposition and the ZFDFE, as well as the details of the MMSE-DFE pre-processor. Comparing the LDU decomposition QH Q = UH
ZF-DFE ∆ ZF-DFE UZF-DFE to the QR decomposition Q = VQR Q̄QR , it
1/2
−1 =
becomes evident that Q̄QR = ∆ ZF-DFE UZF-DFE , from which it follows that VH
QR = Q̄QR Q
1/2
1/2
1/2
∆ ZF-DFE UZF-DFE Q−1 = ∆ ZF-DFE EZF-DFE . Thus, ȳQR = ∆ ZF-DFE EZF-DFE y can be recognized as a
scaled version of the ZF-DFE feedforward filter output EZF-DFE y. If we repeat the same
steps with MMSE-DFE quantities in place of ZF-DFE quantities, we obtain the MMSE10 What

we call “tree search” is sometimes referred to as closest lattice point search, lattice decoding, sequential
decoding, or sphere decoding.
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DFE pre-processed observation [DEC03]
ȳMMSE-DFE

,

1/2
∆ MMSE-DFE EMMSE-DFE y,

(6.32)

and the corresponding causal model
ȳMMSE-DFE

1/2
= ∆ MMSE-DFE UMMSE-DFE a + z̄MMSE-DFE ,

(6.33)

1/2
where z̄MMSE-DFE , ȳMMSE-DFE − ∆ MMSE-DFE UMMSE-DFE a.
MMSE-DFE pre-processed tree search proceeds from the causal model (6.33), where
the interference z̄MMSE-DFE is treated as (signal-independent) additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Although it can be shown that z̄MMSE-DFE is white (in fact, Cz̄MMSE-DFE = I for any
Cz ), it can readily be seen that z̄MMSE-DFE is signal-dependent (and hence non-Gaussian)
[DEC03]. Thus, treating z̄MMSE-DFE as if it were AWGN will produce suboptimal11 sequence estimates. However, it turns out that the increase in pre-quantization SINR (from
the use of MMSE-DFE in place of ZF-DFE) more than compensates for the loss in optimality (due to non-AWGN z̄MMSE-DFE ). Thus, relative to QR pre-processing, MMSEDFE pre-processing has been observed to yield significant improvements in the performance/complexity tradeoff of suboptimal tree search [MEDC06].
Other types of pre-processing include lattice reduction (e.g., the method of Lenstra,
Lenstra, and Lovász [LLL82]) and column permutation (e.g., re-ordering of a so that
stronger symbols are decided first, as in V-BLAST ordering [WFGV98]). Since these
techniques would destroy the quasi-banded structure of Q, however, we will not elaborate
on them further.
Tree search algorithms (whether optimal or suboptimal) can be categorized as breadthfirst, depth-first, or best-first [AM84, MEDC06]. Breadth-first search algorithms include, e.g., the M-algorithm [AM84], the T-algorithm [Sim90], statistical pruning algorithms [GH03], the Wozencraft sequential decoder [WR61], and the Pohst sphere decoder [FP85]. Depth-first search algorithms include, e.g., the Schnorr-Euchner sphere
decoder and its variants [VB99, AEVZ02, DEC03]. Best-first search algorithms include,
e.g., the stack and Fano algorithms [VO79, Fan63, MEDC06]. Since a thorough description and comparison of these approaches are outside the scope of this chapter, we make
only a few remarks. The Fano algorithm was recently found to yield a superior complexity/performance tradeoff when Q was either a convolution matrix or fully populated
[MEDC06]. The same result does not appear to hold when Q is quasi-banded, though
[HS06]. The M-algorithm is popular for two reasons: simplicity and fixed complexity
(i.e., complexity invariant to channel/noise realizations and SNR).
While so far we have focused on tree-search implementations of MLSD, we now describe how tree search can be used to find (approximate) posterior LLRs, and thus MAP
symbol and bit estimates, using the method of Hochwald and ten Brink [Ht03]. First we
define the coherent MAP sequence metric

ζcoh (c) , ln f (y | c, Q) + lTc c
=

11 Interestingly,

−ky − Qak2C−1
z

− ln(π

(6.34)
K

det{Cz }) + lTc c,

(6.35)

it has been shown that z̄MMSE-DFE can be treated as AWGN when A is constant modulus. In other
1/2
words, âcMLSD = arg mina∈A K kȳMMSE-DFE − ∆MMSE-DFE UMMSE-DFE ak2 for constant modulus A [HS05].
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T
where lc , Lc [0] · · · Lc [K − 1] , with Lc [k] being a-priori LLRs from (6.20), and
where the symbols a are determined by the hypothesized bit vector c. As previously
remarked, the use of a-prior LLRs implies that the coded bits {c[ j]} are treated as independent. It is straighforward to show (see Appendix 6.A) that the posterior LLR defined
in (6.19) can be written as
Lc|y,Q [ j] = ln

∑c:c[ j]=1 eζcoh (c)
.
∑c:c[ j]=0 eζcoh (c)

(6.36)

Note that, in the summations of (6.36), all possibilities of c ∈ {0, 1}K log2 |A | are considered, not only those in the codebook. (The same holds true in related equations throughout
the chapter.) This reflects our assumption that the equalizer does not use knowledge of the
code structure to generate posterior LLRs; code structure is exploited only by the decoder.
Computing Lc|y,Q [ j] via (6.36) would require 2K log2 |A | evaluations of the MAP metric
ζcoh (c), and hence would be impractical. However, as suggested in [Ht03], the “max-log”
approximation ln ∑c eζ (c) ≈ maxc ζ (c) can be applied to yield
Lc|y,Q [ j] ≈

max ζcoh (c) − max ζcoh (c).

c:c[ j]=1

(6.37)

c:c[ j]=0

Suboptimal tree search can then be used to find the set of all bit vectors c ∈ {0, 1}K log2 |A |
which yield non-negligible coherent MAP metrics ζcoh (c), as detailed in [dW05]. Once
the posterior LLRs have been calculated, it is possible to generate hard bit estimates via
(6.21), if needed. In a turbo configuration, though, the equalizer passes the posterior LLRs
to a soft-input/soft-output decoder. After decoding, the refined LLRs are passed back to
the equalizer to be used as priors, i.e., lc . (Recall Fig. 6.1.)
Iterative soft equalization
For approximate symbol/bit MAP equalization, one can consider using iterative soft equalization techniques [WP99, TKS02] as an alternative to the trellis and tree-search approaches described earlier. The iterative soft equalization techniques described here use
linear estimation strategies in conjunction with evolving beliefs of the interfering bits. After estimating a given bit, the equalizer updates its belief about that bit to better estimate
the other bits. Once all bit beliefs (e.g., LLRs) have been updated, the process repeats.
The equalizer may itself iterate several times and/or it may trade soft bit information with
a soft-input/soft-output decoder in a turbo configuration.
Below we detail the main concepts behind iterative soft equalization for the simple
case of BPSK.12 This simplification allows us to make a direct mapping between each bit
and a corresponding symbol, e.g., a[ j] = 2b[ j] − 1 for j = 0, . . . , K − 1, where b[ j] ∈ {0, 1}
and a[ j] ∈ A = {−1, +1}. In this case, the a-priori LLR from (6.20) can be rewritten as
Lc [ j] = ln

12 The

Pr{a[ j] = +1}
.
Pr{a[ j] = −1}

case of non-binary alphabets follows similar principles but is more tedious to describe.

(6.38)
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Suppose that we are interested in estimating the jth bit, c[ j], or equivalently the jth
symbol, a[ j]. And say that, when doing so, we have prior information on the other bits,
T
and thus the other symbols ā j , a[0] · · · a[ j − 1] 0 a[ j + 1] · · · a[K − 1] ,
that comes in the form of a-priori LLRs. To facilitate the use of linear operations, the
symbol estimation stage treats the elements in ā j as independent Gaussian with means
and variances that are calculated from the respective LLRs. In particular, the calculated
mean of a[k] (for k 6= j) is computed via µa [k] , ∑a∈{−1,+1} a Pr{a[k] = a} using the
identity

exp (a − 1)Lc [k]/2
for a ∈ {−1, +1},
(6.39)
Pr{a[k] = a} =
1 + exp(−Lc [k])
from which it can be shown that
1 − exp(−Lc [k])
= tanh(Lc [k]/2).
1 + exp(−Lc [k])

µa [k] =

(6.40)

Similarly, the calculated variance of a[k] (for k 6= j) is computed via
va [k]

,

−µa [k]2 +

∑

a∈{−1,+1}

a2 Pr{a[k] = a} = 1 − µa [k]2 .

(6.41)

The estimation of a[ j] proceeds by writing the observation as
y =

q j a[ j] + Qā j + z,

(6.42)

where q j denotes the jth column of Q. For convenience, we collect the calculated means
T
µ j , µa [0] · · · µa [ j − 1] 0 µa [ j + 1] · · · µa [K − 1] and the calculated
into µ̄
T
variances into v̄ j , va [0] · · · va [ j − 1] 0 va [ j + 1] · · · va [K − 1] .
In the classical iterative soft equalization approach proposed by Wang and Poor [WP99],
soft interference cancellation:
xj

µj
= y − Qµ̄

(6.43)

is followed by LMMSE combining:

with e j = arg min E a[ j] − eH x j

âLMMSE [ j] = eHj x j

e∈CK

2

.

(6.44)

Writing the interference-canceled vector as
xj

= q j a[ j] + r j ,

(6.45)

µ j ) + z,
= Q(ā j − µ̄

(6.46)

with residual interference vector
rj

it can be seen that Cr j = Q diag{v̄ j }QH + Cz . Withholding prior belief on a[ j], so that
E{a[ j]} = 0 and var{a[ j]} = 1, the LMMSE combiner in (6.44) becomes
ej

H
= C−1
x j Cx j ,a[ j] = q j q j + Cr j

−1

qj =

1
1 + qHj C−1
rj qj

C−1
r j q j,

(6.47)
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where the matrix inversion lemma was used to obtain the right side of (6.47). Thus,
âLMMSE [ j] becomes
qHj C−1
rj xj

âLMMSE [ j] =

1 + qHj C−1
rj qj

.

(6.48)

From straightforward arguments,13 one can conclude that any scaled version of the
statistic
g[ j]

, qHj C−1
r j x j,

(6.49)

including the LMMSE estimate âLMMSE [ j], is sufficient [Poo94] for ML14 detection of a[ j]
(and thus of b[ j]) from x j . In fact, the ML symbol decision is simply the sign of
Lg [ j] , ln

f (g[ j] | a[ j] = +1)
f (g[ j] | c[ j] = 1)
= ln
.
f (g[ j] | a[ j] = −1)
f (g[ j] | c[ j] = 0)

(6.50)

Expanding g[ j] as
g[ j]

H −1
= qHj C−1
r j q j a[ j] + q j Cr j r j ,

(6.51)

it can be seen that g[ j] a[ j] is circular Gaussian with mean a[ j]µg[ j] and variance σg[2 j] ,
2
where µg[ j] = qHj C−1
r j q j = σg[ j] . Hence,
2

Lg [ j] = ln

exp − g[ j] − µg[ j] /σg[2 j]
2

exp − g[ j] + µg[ j] /σg[2 j]
2




(6.52)
2

= − g[ j] − µg[ j] /σg[2 j] + g[ j] + µg[ j] /σg[2 j]

= 4 Re{g[ j]}.

(6.53)
(6.54)

Finally, a posterior LLR on a[ j] (and hence on c[ j]) can be generated via
ln

Pr{a[ j] = +1 | g[ j]}
Pr{c[ j] = 1 | g[ j]}
= ln
Pr{a[ j] = −1 | g[ j]}
Pr{c[ j] = 0 | g[ j]}

= Lg [ j] + Lc [ j],

(6.55)

where (6.50) and Bayes rule were used to obtain the right side of (6.55). The posterior
LLR (6.55) can then be used in place of Lc [ j] in (6.40)-(6.41) to calculate the mean µa [ j]
and variance va [ j] for subsequent estimation of {c[k]}k6= j .
Remarks on complexity
The coherent equalization tools described in this section are quite general; they apply
to any Q, and thus any type of linear modulation/demodulation combined with any type
of linear channel propagation (whether the channel is rapidly TV or not). In fact, when
13 Sufficiency

can be understood as follows. After constructing the interference-cancelled/whitened observation
−1/2
−1/2
−1/2
−1/2
Cr j x j = Cr j q j a[ j] + Cr j r j , the application of the matched filter Cr j q j , or any scaling thereof, yields
a sufficient statistic for the detection of a[ j] [Poo94]. These two steps are combined in writing (6.49).
14 Since we assume a uniform prior on a[ j], ML detection is equivalent to MAP detection.
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structure in Q is lacking or ignored, equalization can be viewed as a form of CDMA
multiuser detection [Ver98, Mos96] where the code matrix (in this case Q) changes from
one bit to the next, or as a form of MIMO decoding [TV05] for communication over a
flat-fading channel with K transmit and K receive antennas. For the case of generic Q,
however, the cost of implementing the equalization criteria rises rapidly with K, the block
size. For example, we saw that linear and DFE schemes consume O(K 3 ) operations per
block, and that more sophisticated schemes can be significantly more expensive. Since,
for the applications we envision, typical values of K can be in the hundreds or thousands,
equalization is made practical only by leveraging the structural properties of Q discussed
in Section 6.2.2. Using these properties, Sections 6.3.3–6.3.4 below describe equalization
algorithms specifically tailored to rapidly TV channels.

6.3.3

Coherent equalization for time-frequency concentrated
modulation/demodulation

Recall from Section 6.2.2 that, when sufficiently time-frequency concentrated modulation/demodulation pulses are used, the effective channel matrix Q falls into the “narrowly
quasi-banded” class. Here, Q contains only negligible coefficients outside of the shaded
region in Fig. 6.2(b), for some D ≪ K. The main idea behind the equalization algorithms
discussed in this section is that, by ignoring these negligible coefficients, the complexity
of equalization can be significantly reduced without a significant loss in performance.
In this section, we will treat the interference caused by the negligible coefficients in
Q as if it were part of the additive noise z, allowing us to regard the negligible coefficients in Q as if they were zero-valued. In doing so, we will assume that the interference
radius D has been chosen large enough so that these additional contributions to z are relatively small (for the SNRs of interest). In particular, we will assume that the value of
D allows us to continue treating z as statistically independent of a, as assumed in Section 6.2. With suitably designed modulation/demodulation schemes like the max-SINR
schemes in [DS07], these assumptions have been shown [HS06]15 to be satisfied with
D = ⌈νmax Ts K⌉ + 1 at SNRs up to at least 10dB and with D = ⌈νmax Ts K⌉ + 2 at SNRs
up to at least 30dB. Less time-frequency concentrated schemes require larger values of
D, making equalization more expensive to implement for the same level of residual interference. For example, the interference profiles in Fig. 6.4 suggest that Strohmer and
Beaver’s scheme [SB03] requires a radius D at least 2 higher than the max-SINR scheme
of [DS07] for the same level of residual interference.
In the remainder of this section, we provide some insight into how the narrowly quasibanded structure of Q can be leveraged to lower the complexity of the equalization strategies described in Section 6.3.2. In particular, we identify two principal approaches to
this problem: fast serial equalization and fast joint equalization. We keep our description
brief because equalization for narrowly quasi-banded Q is related to particular forms of
equalization for OFDM, which is the topic of Chapter 7.
15 For

the specified D and SNR range, MLSD performance was found to be identical whether the out-of-band Q
coefficients were treated as part of the channel or as part of the noise. We note that the variable “D” in [HS06] is
defined to have twice the value of D in this chapter, since in [HS06] the effective channel matrix is real-valued.
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Figure 6.6

The local observation model used for fast serial equalization.

Fast serial equalization
Many techniques that leverage the narrowly quasi-banded structure of Q can be classified
as fast serial equalization techniques. These techniques avoid the K × K matrix operations (e.g., inversion and LDU decomposition) specified in Section 6.3.2 for, e.g., linear equalization (6.24)-(6.26), decision feedback equalization (6.29)-(6.30), tree-search
based equalization (6.35), and iterative soft equalization (6.49). Instead, the fast serial
techniques work on the local observation model
yk

= Qk ak + zk

(6.56)

when estimating the symbol a[k] (or any coded bits represented by a[k]) for k = 0, . . . , K −
T
T
1. Here, yk , y[k − D] · · · y[k + D] and ak , a[k − 2D] · · · a[k + 2D] are
illustrated in Fig. 6.6, along with Qk and zk . The principal idea behind the local model is
the following. Since a[k] affects only the local observations yk ∈ C2D+1 within y ∈ CK , use
only these local observations to estimate a[k]. We can thus think of Qk ∈ C(2D+1)×(4D+1)
as the “local effective channel matrix.” It is usually convenient to increment the index
k in steps of 1, so that estimation is performed serially, i.e., one symbol at a time. And
sometimes it helps to start over at k = 0 after k = K − 1 has been reached. Notice that,
due to the corner support regions of the quasi-banded Q in Fig. 6.6, the local observation
window shifts cyclically within y.
To our knowledge, Jeon, Chang, and Choo [JCC99] were the first to apply this fast
serial approach to the equalization of rapidly TV channels. In particular, they proposed an
LMMSE approximation that required only O(KD3 ) operations per block. Note that, when
D ≪ K, their approach is much cheaper than standard O(K 3 ) LMMSE, i.e., (6.24)-(6.25).
Cai and Giannakis [CG03] proposed LMMSE and MMSE-DFE extensions of [JCC99]
where the inversion of the (2D + 1) × (2D + 1) covariance matrix Cyk was accomplished
using a rank-one update. However, their schemes require O(K 2 D) operations per block,
where the quadratic dependence on K remained as a result of not fully exploiting the
quasi-banded property of Q. Barhumi, Leus, and Moonen [BLM04, BLM06] proposed
generalized O(K 2 D2 ) per-tone linear equalization schemes that allowed oversampling in
the frequency domain.
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Hunziker and Dahlhaus [HD03] proposed an iterative approximation to ML symbol detection in which the likelihoods of individual symbols were serially maximized assuming
tentative hard decisions on the other symbols. To reduce error propagation, they initialized using an approximation of LZF that was implemented serially using Gauss-Seidel
iterations. Schniter and Das [Sch04, DS07] proposed iterative soft equalization based on
the local observation model (6.56), requiring only O(KD3 ) operations per block iteration. As discussed in Section 6.3.2, a well-designed iterative soft equalizer is effective at
preventing error propagation and can be used in a turbo configuration, as in [DS07]. A
similar iterative soft equalization scheme was proposed later by Peng and Ryan [PR06].
Fast joint equalization
Fast joint equalization techniques have also been proposed for the coherent equalization of narrowly quasi-banded versions of Q that result when time-frequency concentrated modulation/demodulation is used with rapidly TV channels. As opposed to serial
equalization schemes, which estimate the symbols in a one-at-a-time, joint equalization
schemes estimate the K symbols in a jointly.
Early joint techniques assumed not only that Q is narrowly quasi-banded, but also
that the off-diagonal coefficients within the support region of Q are themselves relatively
small. For example, iterative LZF approximation techniques that require O(KD) operations per block iteration where proposed by Toeltsch and Molisch [TM01] and Guillaud and Slock [GS03]. Gorokhov and Linnartz [GL04] proposed O(KD) approximate
LMMSE and DFE-like schemes using a first-order Taylor series approximation of the
K × K LMMSE matrix inverse. Tomasin, Gorokhov, Yang, and Linnartz [TGYL05]
extended the techniques in [GL04] to incorporate iterative hard interference cancellation. Hou and Chen [HC05] proposed an O(KD2 ) nonlinear estimator of the form â =
EFF y − EFB DA (EFF y), where EFF and EFB are both narrowly banded. Note that, in
[HC05], quantization is performed on the linear estimates EFF y rather than (causally) on
the final estimates â, as in DFE (6.27).
More recently, Rugini, Banelli and Leus proposed O(KD2 ) exact LMMSE [RBL05]
and MMSE-DFE [RBL06] schemes for narrowly banded16 Q based on fast LDU decomposition. Furthermore, they showed how to design a receiver window to ensure
that the noise covariance Cz is quasi-banded, making the observation covariance Cy =
σa2 QH Q + Cz banded as well. These non-approximate LMMSE and MMSE-DFE equalizers are expected to outperform their approximate counterparts. (See Chapter 7 for more
details.)
Joint MLSD-based schemes exploiting the quasi-banded structure of Q have also been
proposed. For example, Matheus and Kammeyer [MK97] applied the Viterbi algorithm to
implement exact MLSD on a (2D + 1)-banded Q with complexity O(KD|A |2D+1 ). The
same idea was re-invented in later works, e.g., [SAMT05]. For typical values of |A | and
D, however, the complexity of Viterbi equalization can be orders-of-magnitude higher
than that of MMSE-DFE. Thus, Hwang and Schniter [HS06] investigated tree-search approaches to approximate MLSD. Their techniques use fast MMSE-DFE pre-processing,
16 With

minor modifications, the fast LDU decomposition that Rugini, Banelli, and Leus developed for banded
matrices (i.e., those matching Fig. 6.5(b)) can be extended to quasi-banded matrices (i.e., those matching
Fig. 6.5(a)) [HS06].
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costing O(KD2 ) operations, followed by a tree-search that employs a fast metric update
1/2
and is tuned to the V-shaped structure of the upper triangular matrix ∆ MMSE-DFE UMMSE-DFE
in the causal model (6.33). (Recall the V-shaped illustration in Fig. 6.5(c).) The resulting
scheme has approximately the same complexity as the fast MMSE-DFE from [RBL06],
yet results in performance that is almost indistinguishable from MLSD.
MAP schemes exploiting the quasi-banded structure of Q have also been proposed.
For (2D + 1)-banded Q, e.g., Liu and Fitz [LF07] used reduced-state sequence estimation [EQ88] to compute approximate soft bit estimates while Hwang and Schniter [HS09]
applied tree-search (with a fast metric update). Finally, using the technique of Tüchler,
Koetter, and Singer [TKS02], it is straightforward to translate any set of LMMSE estimates into soft bit estimates. Leveraging this idea, Fang and Leus [FRL08] turned the fast
joint LMMSE estimation scheme of [RBL05] into a soft bit estimation scheme.
Other approaches to equalization for time-frequency concentrated schemes
For completeness, we mention two other schemes proposed for the equalization of channels yielding a narrowly quasi-banded Q. The paper by Choi, Voltz, and Cassara [CVC01]
was among the first to consider equalization for multicarrier modulation over doubly selective (i.e., time- and frequency-selective) channels, and it proposed ZF, LMMSE, and
ZF-DFE schemes for doing so. However, these schemes consumed O(K 3 ) operations per
block because the narrowly quasi-banded structure of Q was not leveraged. For the same
application, Stamoulis, Diggavi, and Al-Dhahir [SDAD02] proposed an O(K 2 ) LMMSE
approximation where the matrix to be inverted during each block interval is replaced by
its time average. As we have seen, however, near-optimal schemes can be designed with
complexities that are linear in K.

6.3.4

Coherent equalization for single-carrier modulation/demodulation

Recall from Section 6.2.2 that, when single-carrier modulation/demodulation is used,
the effective channel matrix Q falls into the “widely quasi-banded” class. Here, Q has
only negligible coefficients outside the shaded region in Fig. 6.2(a), where M denotes
the discrete channel delay spread. Since, in this case, Q is quasi-banded, the equalization techniques described in Section 6.3.3 can in principle be applied here as well (e.g.,
[ASLC06]). However, this approach will only be practical when M is small. Since M
is often large (e.g., in the hundreds), there is good reason to study equalization schemes
whose complexities are robust to large M.
Frequency-domain equalization
Frequency-domain equalization (FDE) [FABSE02] is one approach to make the equalization complexity of single-carrier schemes reasonable when M is large. To describe
FDE, we focus on the case of CP-SCM modulation/demodulation, assuming adequate
guard length (i.e., Ng ≥ M − 1) and white noise (i.e., Cz = σz2 IK ). The first step of FDE
is transformation of the observations y to the frequency domain. Denoting the K × K
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unitary discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix by W and using under-bars to identify
frequency-domain vectors (e.g., y , Wy, a , Wa, and z , Wz), it follows from (6.2) that
y

= Qa + z

(6.57)

where Q = WQWH and where z also has covariance σz2 IK . The second step of FDE is
estimation of a from y. While the elements of a belong to a finite alphabet, the elements
of a do not, and hence the estimator must be linear. One option is LMMSE estimation,
σ2

i.e., âLMMSE = (QH Q + σz2 IK )−1 QH y. The third and final step of FDE is transformation
a

of â back to the time domain, yielding the symbol estimates â , WH â. If the DFTs are
implemented using radix-2 FFTs, they will consume only O(K log2 K) operations.
With a time-invariant channel, the use of CP-SCM makes Q circulant (recalling Section 6.2.2) and hence Q diagonal. In this case, the LMMSE estimation step consumes
only O(K) operations (because the matrix to invert is diagonal), and FDE consumes
O(K log2 K) operations in total. Note that, for large M, FDE would be significantly
cheaper than LMMSE estimation of a from y via fast LDU [RBL05] (as discussed in
Section 6.3.3), which consumes O(KM 2 ) operations, where typically M ≈ K/4.
With a TV channel, Q will not be circulant, and thus Q will not be diagonal. In this
case, the off-diagonal terms of Q will be non-zero, complicating the estimation of a from
y. In fact, the interference power profile of Q with CP-SCM is identical to that of Q
with CP-OFDM, which (as shown in Fig. 6.4) decays quite slowly with distance from the
diagonal. However, through the application of time-domain windowing17 at the demodulator [SL03], it is possible to give Q the narrowly quasi-banded support of Fig. 6.2(b), in
which case any of the fast linear equalization techniques described in Section 6.3.3 can
be used to estimate a from y. For example, in [TL08], Tang and Leus proposed a method
to equalize a single carrier system using the OFDM fast LMMSE technique [RBL05].
Because a does not have a finite-alphabet structure, the trellis, DFE, and tree-search
based techniques discussed in Section 6.3.3 are not directly applicable to the estimation
of a. Iterative soft equalization, however, is applicable. We now summarize the approach
proposed by Schniter and Liu in [SL03]. First, the fast serial iterative soft equalization
technique of [Sch04] is used to compute the LMMSE interference-canceled estimate â
from the frequency-domain windowed observations y (given current estimates of the timedomain symbol means and variances). Next, the estimates â are transformed to the time
domain via â = WH â, from which posterior LLRs are calculated for each of the bits
c[ j]. The posterior LLR computation is more complicated than (6.54)-(6.55), though,
due to the correlation that results from the time-frequency transformation. Finally, the
posterior LLRs are used as priors in the next iteration, which begins by re-calculating
the time-domain symbol means and variances. In [SL03], a fast algorithm for the entire
procedure was derived that consumes only O(D2 K log K) operations per block iteration.
Ng and Falconer [NF04] later extended the technique of [SL03] to include widely linear
estimation (though they neglected the receiver windowing step).
Though the windowed FDE method above focuses on CP-SCM, similar techniques
can be applied to ZP-SCM under appropriate processing of the received guard samples.
17 With

∆y and Q = W∆
∆QWH for suitably chosen diagonal ∆ .
time-domain windowing, y = W∆
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For single-carrier modulation without a prefix, the use of IBI-cancellation and cyclicprefix reconstruction [KS98] enables the application of the CP-SCM-based windowed
FDE methods discussed above, as demonstrated by Schniter and Liu in [SL04].
Other approaches to equalization for single-carrier schemes
Barhumi, Leus, and Moonen [BLM05] proposed a CP-SCM equalization technique based
on LTV filters whose time-variations were constrained to obey a (possibly oversampled)
complex-exponential basis expansion model of order I − 1. Under these constraints, LZF
and LMMSE equalizers, requiring O(KI 3 M 3 ) operations per block, were designed. However, due to the cubic complexity in M, these schemes are much more expensive than
frequency-domain equalization when M is large.

6.4

Noncoherent equalization

In Section 6.3 we discussed the coherent approach to equalization, i.e., estimation of a
from y in (6.2), where the channel H, and hence the effective channel Q, was assumed to
be known. Here we discuss noncoherent equalization, where the channel realization H is
unknown but its statistics may be known.
In Section 6.4.1, we rewrite the system model in a form that is more convenient for
noncoherent equalization. Then, in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, we describe criteria and
algorithms for noncoherent equalization, respectively. Finally, in Sections 6.4.4–6.4.5,
we describe specific strategies suitable for the noncoherent equalization of rapidly TV
channels.

6.4.1

Noncoherent system model

Since the effective channel Q is now unknown, it helps to re-formulate the system model
developed in Section 6.2 into a more convenient form. In particular, we rewrite (6.2)
using an efficient parameterization for the entries of the matrix18 Q. To do this, we build
a basis expansion model (BEM) for the trajectories of the effective channel coefficients
that make up Q, and then we write the observation in terms of these BEM coefficients.
From (6.2), we can see that
l−K+1

K−1

y[l]

=

∑ [Q]l,k a[k] + z[l]

k=0
K−1

=

=

∑ q[l, d]a[l − d] + z[l]

∑

d=l

[Q]l,l−d a[l − d] + z[l]

(6.58)
(6.59)

d=0

18 We

choose to parameterize the entries of Q rather than those of H to avoid explicitly defining the modulation
and demodulation operations.
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for q[l, d] , [Q]l,hl−diK and where the index of a[·] in (6.59), and henceforth, is taken
modulo-K. Here, h jiK denotes “ j modulo K.” Notice that (6.59) expresses the relationship
between {a[l]} and {y[l]} in exactly the same way as (6.1) expressed the relationship
between {s[n]} and {r[n]}: using a TV convolution. In fact, when the modulation and
demodulation operations are trivial, as in single-carrier modulation, we have q[l, d] =
h[l, d]. Due to the support of Q, as described in Section 6.2.2, the summation range
in (6.59) can be truncated to d ∈ {−D, . . . , D} for narrowly quasi-banded Q and to d ∈
{0, . . . , M − 1} for widely quasi-banded Q. In this section, we will assume the general
case that d ∈ {0, . . . , Nq − 1}, so that the widely quasi-banded case follows directly from
Nq = M and the narrowly quasi-banded case follows from Nq = 2D + 1 after cyclically
left-shifting the columns of Q by D places. (Recall Fig. 6.2.)
N−1
While BEMs are usually applied to the channel impulse response trajectories {h[n, m]}n=0
(e.g., [TG96]), here we apply a BEM to the effective channel impulse response trajectory,
which includes the effects of modulation/demodulation. In particular, we model the d th
I−1
trajectory {q[l, d]}K−1
l=0 using the BEM coefficients {θ [i, d]}i=0 and basis waveforms constructed from {β [l, i]}, as follows:
I−1

q[l, d] =

∑ β [l, i]θ [i, d]

i=0

for l = 0, . . . , K − 1.

(6.60)

If one prefers not to use a BEM, then the trivial BEM, specified by I = K and β [l, i] = δ [l −
i], where δ [·] denotes the Kronecker delta, guarantees θ [l, d] = q[l, d] ∀l, d. Using θ d ,
T
H
θ [0, d] · · · θ [I − 1, d] ∈ CI and β l , β [l, 0] · · · β [l, I − 1] ∈ CI , we have
q[l, d] = β H
l θ d and hence equation (6.59) can be rewritten in terms of BEM quantities as
y[l]

= βH
l

Nq −1

∑

d=0

a[l − d]θ d + z[l].

(6.61)

Collecting the demodulator outputs {y[l]}kl=0 in a vector, (6.61) implies

 
a[0]β H
y[0]
0
 .
 .. 
 .  =  ..
y[k]
a[k]β H
k
| {z }
|
, yk

summarized by

  

θ0
z[0]
a[−Nq + 1]β H
0
  ..   .. 
..
  .  +  . , (6.62)
.
H
θ Nq −1
z[k]
· · · a[k − Nq + 1]β k
{z
} | {z } | {z }
, zk
,θ
, Λ ak

···

yk

= Λ ak θ + zk .

(6.63)

T
The matrix Λ ak is constructed from the partial symbol vector ak , a[0] · · · a[k]
and the BEM waveforms {β l }kl=0 . Notice that aK−1 = a, yK−1 = y, and zK−1 = z for the
previously defined vectors a, y, and z. Notice also that, in (6.63), the channel realization
is represented by the BEM coefficient vector θ .
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Throughout this section, we assume (for simplicity) that the symbol block is zeroprefixed, i.e., a[l] = 0 for l ∈ {−Nq + 1, . . . , 0}. Note that, due to the cyclic indexing
assumption on a[·], this implies that a[l] = 0 for l ∈ {K − Nq + 1, . . . , K − 1}. With this
assumption, (6.61) yields a causal relationship between the symbols and the demodulator
outputs, i.e., {y[l]}l≤k depends only on {a[l]}l≤k .
We also assume that the channel is Rayleigh fading, i.e., that the impulse response coefficients are zero-mean19 Gaussian distributed. Due to the linearity of modulation/demodulation
and basis expansion modeling, this implies that the BEM coefficients θ will also be zeromean Gaussian. All other model assumptions stated in Section 6.2 apply here as well.

6.4.2

Noncoherent equalization criteria

In this section, we review several well-known noncoherent equalization criteria. As in
our previous discussion of coherent criteria, we partition the discussion into criteria that
apply to hard symbol estimates, complex-field symbol estimates, and soft bit estimates.
Before continuing, though, we discuss the important ambiguity phenomenon that can
arise in noncoherent equalization. For example, if Ca ∈ A K for some a ∈ A K and some
C 6= 1, then it is impossible to distinguish, from the output y, between the hypotheses
(a, θ ) and (Ca,C−1 θ ). Notice that C accounts for both phase and/or gain ambiguity. To
prevent ambiguity, one could, e.g., use an asymmetric scalar alphabet A or treat a single
symbol (e.g., a[0]) as a known pilot, so that the set of candidate symbol vectors becomes
asymmetric [Har00]. In stating the criteria below, we assume that the ambiguity issue has
been taken care of.
Hard symbol estimates
Similar to coherent equalization, the minimal probability of sequence error is guaranteed
by noncoherent maximum a posteriori sequence detection (MAPSD):
âncMAPSD

,

arg max Pr{a = a′ | y}.
a′ ∈A K

(6.64)

Note that the noncoherent posterior in (6.64) is not conditioned on the effective channel
matrix Q, as was the coherent posterior in (6.9). Similarly, noncoherent MAP symbol and
bit detection are defined as
âncMAP [k] ,

arg max Pr{a[k] = a | y} for k ∈ 0, . . . , K − 1

(6.65)

ĉncMAP [ j] ,

arg max Pr{c[ j] = c | y} for j ∈ 0, . . . , K log2 |A | − 1.

(6.66)

a∈A

c∈{0,1}

If the equalizer assumes that a is uniformly distributed over A K , then noncoherent
MAPSD reduces to noncoherent maximum likelihood sequence detection (MLSD):
âncMLSD

19 Some

,

arg max f (y | a).
a∈A K

details of the non-zero case can be found in [RC96].

(6.67)
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(The justification is similar to (6.13).) Due to the Rayleigh fading assumption, f (y | a) is
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance
Cy|a

= Cz + Λ a Cθ Λ H
a.

(6.68)

Given this conditional distribution for y, (6.67) reduces to
n
o
K
y
+
ln(
det{C
})
.
âncMLSD = arg min yH C−1
π
y|a
y|a
a∈A K

(6.69)

There is an interesting connection between the noncoherent MAPSD/MLSD criteria
and MMSE channel estimation [Kai69, HM89]. To see this, we first write the MMSE
estimate of θ from y under the sequence hypothesis a as

θ̂θ MMSE|a

E{θ | y, a} = Cθ ,y|a C−1
y|a y

H −1
y
= Cθ Λ H
a Cz + Λ a Cθ Λ a
−1 H −1
H −1
−1
= Cθ + Λ a Cz Λ a
Λ a Cz y,

,

(6.70)
(6.71)
(6.72)

where the matrix inversion lemma was used to obtain (6.72). In Appendix 6.B, we use
(6.72) to show that (6.69) can be rewritten as
n
o
2
âncMLSD = arg min y − Λ a θ̂θ MMSE|a C−1 + kθ̂θ MMSE|a k2C−1 + ln(π K det{Cy|a }) . (6.73)
θ

z

a∈A K

Equation (6.73) states that the noncoherent MLSD metric can be written as the coherent
MLSD metric based on the implicit channel estimate θ̂θ MMSE|a , plus a term that penalizes
the deviation in θ̂θ MMSE|a from the prior statistics on θ , plus what is sometimes referred
to as a “bias” term. Thus, while the noncoherent MLSD/MAPSD estimates can be found
without computing a channel estimate (as in (6.69)), they can also be found via joint
channel/symbol estimation (as in (6.73)).
If the channel statistics (i.e., Cθ ) are unknown, then the noncoherent ML and MAP
criteria do not apply. In this case, it may be more appropriate to employ the generalized
likelihood ratio test (GLRT) criterion [WM02]:
âGLRT

,

argmax max f (y | a, θ ).
N I
a∈A K θ ∈C q

(6.74)

Since ln f (y | a, θ ) = −ky − Λ a θ k2 −1 − ln(π K det{Cz }), the GLRT sequence estimate
Cz
can be expressed as
âGLRT

= arg min y − Λ a θ̂θ ML|a
a∈A K

2
,
C−1
z

(6.75)

where θ̂θ ML|a , arg maxθ ∈CNq I f (y | a, θ ) denotes the a-conditional maximum likelihood
(ML) channel estimate, i.e.,

θ̂θ ML|a

= arg min ky − Λ a θ k2C−1
θ ∈CNq I

=

−1
ΛH
a Cz Λ a

z

−1

−1
ΛH
a Cz y.

(6.76)
(6.77)
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Combining (6.77) and (6.75), the GLRT sequence estimate becomes
−1 H −1
H −1
âGLRT = arg max yH C−1
Λ a Cz y.
z Λ a Λ a Cz Λ a
a∈A K

xxix

(6.78)

Notice that, when the noise is white, θ̂θ ML|a in (6.77) reduces to the conditional least−1 H
Λ a y.
squares (LS) channel estimate: θ̂θ LS|a = Λ H
a Λa
Finally, we note that the GLRT metric in (6.78) equals the limiting case of the yH C−1
y|a y

component of the noncoherent MLSD metric in (6.69) when Cθ = σθ2 I and σθ2 → ∞, i.e.,
when the signal is white and the noise power is negligible relative to the signal power.

Complex-field symbol estimates
The noncoherent minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) criterion specifies the complexvalued sequence estimate

âncMMSE , arg min E ka − a′ k2 y .
(6.79)
a′ ∈CK

Note that, unlike the coherent case (6.15), the expectation in (6.79) is not conditioned on
the channel Q. Writing the MMSE estimate as the conditional mean [Poo94], we find
âncMMSE

=
=

E{a | y} =

a p(a | y)

(6.80)

f (y | a)p(a)
′
′
a ∈A K f (y | a )p(a )

∑K a ∑ ′

a∈A

=

∑

a∈A K

∑

a

a∈A K

(6.81)

p(a) f (y | a, θ ) f (θ )d θ
R
.
∑a′ ∈A K p(a′ ) f (y | a′ , θ ) f (θ )d θ
R

(6.82)

If we assume that p(a) is uniformly distributed over A K , then


exp − ky − Λa θ k2 −1 − kθ k2 −1 d θ
Cz
Cθ

R
.
2
2
′
θ
k
−
k
θ
k
exp
−
ky
−
Λ
′
K
∑a ∈A
a
−1
−1 d θ
C
C

∑a∈A K a
âncMMSE

=

R

z

(6.83)

θ

Note that the finite-alphabet nature of a makes the conditional mean difficult to compute, since it requires the evaluation of |A |K -term summations. Unlike the coherent case,
imposing constraints (e.g., linear) on the noncoherent MMSE estimator does not significantly simplify its design, and so this approach is not very popular.
Soft bit estimates
In soft noncoherent equalization (as used in, e.g., turbo equalization), the equalizer computes posterior LLRs20 for the coded bits c[ j]
Lc|y [ j] ,

ln

Pr{c[ j] = 1 | y}
Pr{c[ j] = 0 | y}

for

j = 0, . . . , K log2 |A | − 1,

(6.84)

T

j
the “fixed lag” constraint, the conditioning in (6.84) is performed on y[0] · · · y[⌈ log |A | ⌉ + J]
2
instead of y [ZFG97], where the look-ahead interval J ≥ 0 trades off between performance and complexity.
20 Under
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given the a-priori LLRs defined in (6.20). Note that the posterior probabilities in (6.84)
are not conditioned on the channel, unlike the coherent case (6.19). If needed, the noncoherent MAP bit estimates can be generated from the noncoherent posterior LLRs via

1
1 + sign(Lc|y [ j]) .
2

ĉncMAP [ j] =

6.4.3

(6.85)

Noncoherent equalization tools

The noncoherent MLSD, MAPSD, MAP, and MMSE estimates, as outlined in Section 6.4.2,
require the evaluation of O(|A |K ) metrics if computed via brute force, which is not practical for the anticipated values of K. In this section, we review algorithms that are designed
for practical noncoherent equalization.
The suboptimality of trellis-based noncoherent equalization
Among the optimal coherent MAPSD, MLSD, and symbol/bit MAP algorithms in Section 6.3.2 were trellis-based methods. We now investigate whether similar approaches
exist for optimal noncoherent equalization. In doing so, we use the causal21 model summarized by (6.63). To simplify the notation, we assume BPSK, allowing us to make a
direct mapping between each bit and symbol, e.g., a[ j] = 2b[ j] − 1 for j = 0, . . . , K − 1,
where a[ j] ∈ A = {−1, +1}. Finally, we allow prior beliefs on the bits (and thus symbols) in the form of a-priori LLRs {Lc [k]}K−1
k=0 , defined in (6.20) and simplified for BPSK
symbols in (6.38).
Analogous to the coherent MAP sequence metric (6.34), we now define a noncoherent
MAP sequence metric. In particular, we define a partial noncoherent MAP sequence
metric that depends on the partial observation yk from (6.63) and the partial bit vector
T
ck , c[0] · · · c[k] :

ζnc (ck ) , ln f (yk | ck ) + lTk ck .

(6.86)

T
Here, lk , Lc [0] · · · Lc [k] is a partial version of the a-priori LLR vector lc defined
just after (6.35). Notice that the complete noncoherent MAP sequence metric ζnc (c) is
obtained when k = K − 1. If we are interested in noncoherent MLSD rather than noncoherent MAPSD, then we would use ζnc (c) with lc = 0, and if we are interested in the
GLRT criterion, then would additionally assume that Cθ = σθ2 I with σθ2 → ∞.
Under the Rayleigh fading assumption, f (yk | ck ) is Gaussian with zero mean and
covariance Cyk |ak = Czk + Λ ak Cθ Λ H
ak , where ak denotes the BPSK symbol vector corresponding to the bit vector ck . Thus, we have
−1
k+1
det{Cyk |ak }) + lTk ck ,
ζnc (ck ) = −yH
k Cy |a yk − ln(π
k

k

(6.87)

21 Note that this causal model is different from the one used for DFE in Section 6.3.2. For DFE, a was estimated
backwards from the last symbol, whereas here a is estimated forwards from the first symbol.
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which reduces to the noncoherent MLSD metric in (6.69) when lk = 0. Using the matrix
inversion lemma, (6.87) can be rewritten as
−1 H −1
−1
k+1
det{Cyk |ak }) + lTk ck
ζnc (ck ) = −yH
k Czk Λ ak Σ ak Λ ak Czk yk − ln(π

(6.88)

H −1
with Σ ak , C−1
θ + Λ ak Czk Λ ak . From (6.63), it follows that the partial observation can be
decomposed as






Λ ak−1
zk−1
yk−1
,
(6.89)
θ+
=
yk =
z[k]
y[k]
λH
ak
2
where λ H
ak is the last row of Λ ak . When the noise is white (i.e., Czk = σz Ik+1 ), it can
then be shown that (6.88) and (6.89) can be combined to write the noncoherent metric
recursively:

ζnc (ck ) = ζnc (ck−1 ) + Lc [k]c[k] + ln ηak

H
σz−2 Σ−1
λ ak y[k]
ak
−
−1
θ̂θ MMSE|ak−1
I − ηak λ ak λ H
ak Σ ak−1

H
I − ηak Σ−1
ak−1 λ ak λ ak
−ηak σz2 λ ak λ H
ak

!

(6.90)

λ ak y[k]
.

θ̂θ MMSE|ak−1

−1
−1 and θ̂
θ MMSE|ak−1 denotes the MMSE estimate of θ
In (6.90), ηak , (σz2 + λ H
ak Σ ak−1 λ ak )
from yk−1 under the sequence hypothesis ak−1 .
From (6.90) we can make a two important observations. First, we know that a trellisbased implementation exists only if the metric update depends on a fixed number of past
symbols. While λ ak depends only on the past Nq symbols {a[k], . . . , a[k − Nq + 1]}, the
θ MMSE|ak−1 depend, in general, on the full sequence ak , implying that optiterms Σ −1
ak and θ̂
mal noncoherent MAPSD/MLSD/GLRT cannot be implemented by a trellis-based technique. Second, when the BEM coefficient trajectories (i.e., {θ [i, d]}I−1
i=0 for each d) satisfy
an order-NAR Gauss-Markov model and the trellis has |A |Nq +NAR states, the Kalman filter
can be used to recursively compute the MMSE channel estimate θ̂θ MMSE|ak−1 and its error
covariance, Σ −1
ak−1 , conditioned on the symbols ak−1 that define each surviving path. Thus,
while a trellis can facilitate the computation of the exact partial sequence metric, it cannot
guarantee optimal pruning. The literature is not always clear about these points, however.
For example, Chugg [Chu98] points out that some seminal and often-cited works (e.g.,
[MS79, DS94]) seem to claim that noncoherent MLSD can be implemented with a trellis,
and shows precisely why this cannot be the case.
Not surprisingly, trellis-based implementations of the noncoherent MAP symbol and
bit criteria (6.65)-(6.66) are also suboptimal. With the forward-backward algorithm,22
there is no concept of surviving paths, and channel state information is required for each
state of the trellis. When the channel is unknown, the trellis can be expanded so that
a channel estimate can be calculated at each state, after which the forward-backward
algorithm can again be applied, though not optimally: the performance (and complexity)
depends on the amount of trellis expansion [GL97, DCH01, HP00, AC00].

22 For

fixed-lag MAP symbol estimates, the situation is a bit different since the forward-backward algorithm
does not apply. There the posterior symbol probabilities can be calculated recursively (assuming Gauss-Markov
BEM trajectories), but they require averaging over all possible past-symbol sequences and thus cannot be folded
into a trellis [ZFG97].
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Noncoherent equalization via per-survivor processing
While trellis-based noncoherent equalization is suboptimal, a trellis can be used for approximate noncoherent MAPSD/MLSD/GLRT and MAP symbol and bit estimation.
Of the many practical suboptimal trellis-based schemes that have been proposed, a
good number can be classified as per-survivor processing (PSP) [RPT95]. There, the
idea is to compute (at stage k of the trellis) a separate channel estimate θ̂θ ak for each
surviving path extension ak , and then evaluate a partial metric corresponding to the pair
(ak , θ̂θ ak ). Only the surviving path extensions leading to the best metrics are retained as
survivors, after which the process repeats at the next stage of the trellis. As discussed
above, an |A |Nq +NAR -state trellis facilitates recursive MMSE estimation of order-NAR
Gauss-Markov BEM trajectories via Kalman filtering, and thus recursive computation
of MAPSD and MLSD partial metrics (recalling (6.73)). Thus, for that channel class,
the Viterbi algorithm with per-survivor Kalman filtering provides near-optimal noncoherent MAPSD/MLSD. This idea seems to have been first proposed in Morley and Snyder
[MS79] using continuous-time filtering. Lodge and Moher [LM90] considered discretetime filters and realized that, if the observations are first whitened (which requires only a
bank of LTI filters), then the metric calculation simplifies in a way that eliminates the need
for Kalman filtering. This latter approach is known as the “innovations” approach. Similar ideas can be applied to fixed-lag MAP symbol/bit estimation processing, as proposed
by Iltis, Shynk, and Giridhar [ISG94].
Because the complexity of these trellis-based PSP methods grows exponentially in
Nq + NAR , however, PSP methods based on more general tree-searches may be more practical for near-optimal noncoherent detection, especially at high SNR, where sphere decoders can find the optimal solution without visiting many nodes. In fact, the proposal
of noncoherent tree-search can already be found in early works, e.g., Dai and Shwedyk
[DS94]. Notice that, with appropriate definition of the metric, the tree-search methods discussed in Section 6.3.2—in the context of coherent equalization—apply here too, except
that the pre-processing used there now becomes unnecessary because the model (6.63)
is already causal. A further advantage of tree-search is that it does not require BEM coefficients to satisfy a Gauss-Markov property, which can be useful in, e.g., multi-carrier
applications. In any case, the key to a computationally efficient tree-search is minimizing
both the number of nodes visited and the complexity per visited node. In regards to the
latter, Hwang and Schniter [HS07b] have shown that the quantities θ̂θ MMSE|ak−1 and Σ −1
ak
can be updated recursively (for
the
generic
modulation/demodulation
and
BEM
setup
of

(6.63)), yielding an O Nq2 I 2 update to the noncoherent metric (6.90).
Iterative noncoherent equalization via the EM algorithm
The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [DLR77] is a well known approach for
ML estimation in the presence of “missing data.” If y is the observation, x is the vector
to be estimated, and u is the “missing data,” then the EM algorithm attempts to find
x̂ML = arg maxx f (y | x) = arg maxx ln f (y | x) iteratively using the following recursion23
23 If

the missing data u was discrete, integration in (6.91) would be replaced by summation.
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f (u | y, x̂(i) ) ln f (y, u | x)du.

(6.91)

(where i denotes the iteration index):
x̂(i+1)

= arg max
x

Z

In Appendix 6.C, we show that (6.91) arises from the goal of maximally increasing the
likelihood at each iteration. So called generalized EM algorithms, which increase but
do not necessarily maximally increase the likelihood at each iteration, have also been
proposed (e.g., [FH94]). The EM recursion is sometimes regarded as having two separate
steps: an “E step” which computes the conditional expectation (i.e., the integral) in (6.91),
and an “M step” which performs the maximization in (6.91). A Bayesian EM (EMB)
algorithm, with the goal to find x̂MAP = maxx f (x | y), follows by direct extension. Using
Bayes rule
 and disregarding irrelevant terms, we can write x̂MAP = arg maxx ln f (y | x) +
ln f (x) and attempt to find x̂MAP using the recursion
Z

(i+1)
(i)
x̂
= arg max
f (u | y, x̂ ) ln f (y, u | x)du + ln f (x) .
(6.92)
x

One can immediately think of two ways that the EM(B) algorithms could be applied to
noncoherent equalization: i) the coded bits could be estimated while treating the channel
as missing (i.e., “info EM(B)”) [GH97], or ii) the channel could be estimated, while
treating the data as missing, and later used for coherent sequence detection (i.e., “channel
EM(B)”) [KV94, AHFF97, CT01, CV01, YR03, NP03, NL05]. EM(B) algorithms that
treat both channel and data values as parameters to be estimated have also been proposed,
e.g., [ZJP99].
We now describe the channel EM(B) algorithm for noncoherent equalization. (See
Appendix 6.D for a discussion of the less practical info EM(B) algorithm.) For this, we
use the model y = Λ a θ + z from (6.63), where we once again find it convenient to assume
BPSK in order to ensure a one-to-one correspondence between symbols a and bits c. For
noncoherent equalization, θ is the vector to estimate and c is the missing data, so that
(from (6.92)) channel EMB24 performs the recursion


(i+1)
(i)
θ
θ
θ
= arg max
)
ln
f
(y,
c
|
θ̂θ
θ̂
θ̂
)
+
ln
f
(
θ̂
)
.
(6.93)
p(c
|
y,
∑
θ̂θ

c∈{0,1}K

Using the property ln f (y, c | θ ) = ln f (y | c, θ ) + ln f (c) in conjunction with the Rayleigh
fading and Gaussian noise assumptions, (6.93) reduces to


(i+1)
(i)
H −1
2
(6.94)
θ̂θ
= arg min
∑ p(c | y, θ̂θ )ky − Λ a θ̂θ kC−1 + θ̂θ Cθ θ̂θ
θ̂θ

=



z

c∈{0,1}K

θ ΛH −1
C−1
θ + ∑ p(c | y, θ̂ )Λ a Cz Λ a
(i)

c∈{0,1}K

−1

∑

(i)

−1
ΛH
p(c | y, θ̂θ )Λ
a Cz y. (6.95)

c∈{0,1}K

Above, a denotes the symbol vector corresponding to the bit vector c. From (6.95), channel EM(B) can be interpreted as performing iterative soft decision-directed channel estimation, using soft decisions computed from the previous channel estimate. In fact, with
EM would yield (6.93) without the ln f (θ̂θ ) term and hence (6.94)-(6.97) without the C−1
θ term. This
relationship is reminiscent of that between GLRT and ncMLSD.
24 Channel
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constant modulus (CM) A and white noise, the summed terms in (6.95) can be rewritten
using the tanh(·) operator, reminiscent of (6.40). Soft decision-directed channel estimation can be contrasted with per-survivor channel estimation, as used in noncoherent
MAPSD/MLSD and GLRT, in that soft decision-directed channel estimation generates
a single channel estimate after “averaging” the soft bit estimates, whereas per-survivor
channel estimation generates multiple channel estimates, one for each hypothesized bit
sequence. Iterative soft decision-directed channel estimation has also been considered
outside of the EM(B) context in, e.g., [BC98, OT04, SSS04, FRL08, LF08].
(i)
The posterior bit probabilities {p(c | y, θ̂θ )}c∈{0,1}K required for (6.95) can be obtained in various ways. For the case of BEM trajectories that satisfy a Gauss-Markov
model, the forward-backward algorithm can be employed [KV94]. A different approach
was proposed in [HS09] that allows the use of a-priori LLRs and more general BEM
statistics. We now briefly describe this approach. Writing
eζcoh (c;θ̂θ

(i)

(i)

p(c | y, θ̂θ )

=

f (y | c, θ̂θ )p(c)
(i)

∑c′ ∈{0,1}K f (y | c′ , θ̂θ )p(c′ )

=

(i)

)

∑c′ ∈{0,1}K eζcoh (c ;θ̂θ
′

(i)

)

(i)

, (6.96)
(i)

where we have used the coherent MAP sequence metric ζcoh (c; θ̂θ ) = ln f (y | c, θ̂θ )+lTc c
(i)
from (6.34) with the θ̂θ -dependence explicitly noted, the EM recursion (6.95) can be
restated as
!−1

θ̂θ

(i+1)

∑

=

eζcoh (c;θ̂θ

c∈{0,1}K

(i)

)

−1
(Cθ−1 + Λ H
a Cz Λ a )

∑

eζcoh (c;θ̂θ

(i)

)

−1
ΛH
a Cz y.

(6.97)

c∈{0,1}K

Equation (6.97) suggests iterating a soft decision-directed channel estimator, with input
(i)
(i+1)
{ζcoh (c; θ̂θ )}c∈{0,1}K and output θ̂θ
, and a soft-input/soft-output coherent equalizer,
(i)

(i)

with input θ̂θ and output {ζcoh (c; θ̂θ )}c∈{0,1}K . Together, the pair forms a soft-input/softoutput noncoherent equalizer, which could be iterated with a soft-input/soft-output decoder for turbo reception.
When the channel is frequency-nonselective, the noise is white, and the BEM is trivial,
(i)
2
K
ln f (y | c, θ̂θ ) = C − σ12 ∑K−1
k=0 y[k] − c[k]θ̂ [k, 0] , so that the 2 term summations in
w
(6.97) decouple into K binary summations [CV01], greatly simplifying the evaluation
of (6.97). In the general case, the 2K -term summations do not decouple, but not all 2K
(i)
metrics {ζcoh (c; θ̂θ )}c∈{0,1}K need to be calculated, because very few of them yield non(i)

negligible eζcoh (c;θ̂θ ) . The dominant posterior probabilities can be found without too
much effort using, e.g., M-algorithm tree-search [HS09], as discussed for the coherent
case in Section 6.3.2.

Other noncoherent equalization schemes
Other approaches to noncoherent equalization exist as well. For example, Anastasopoulos et al. [ACC+ 07, MAKA07] applied message passing algorithms to MLSD and MAP
symbol detection over time-selective flat-fading channels. They have shown that, under
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certain conditions, MLSD complexity scales as O(K 2 rank{Cθ } ). Due to space limitations,
these techniques will not be discussed here. One can also imagine ad hoc combination of
decoupled (coherent) equalization and channel estimation. Examples will be provided in
the sequel.

6.4.4

Noncoherent equalization for single-carrier
modulation/demodulation

When single-carrier modulation/demodulation is used, the effective channel coincides
with the propagation channel (i.e., q[l, d] = h[l, d] ∀l, d and Nq = M), whose trajectories
N−1
{h[n, m]}n=0
(for each m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}) are well described by a Gauss-Markov model
of suitable order NAR . Thus, when the trivial BEM is employed to write (6.2), so that
θ [i, d] = q[i, d] ∀i, d, the BEM trajectories themselves are well described by a GaussMarkov model of order NAR . In this case, and assuming the noise z is white, an |A |M+NAR state trellis can be used to implement near-optimal noncoherent MAPSD/MLSD, as well
as near-optimal MAP symbol and bit detection, as described in Section 6.4.3. In fact,
these ideas dominated much of the early literature on noncoherent equalization of rapidly
TV channels.
Near-optimal trellis-PSP equalization for single-carrier schemes
As mentioned earlier, Lodge and Moher [LM90] were one of the first papers to propose a near-optimal trellis-based implementation of noncoherent MLSD. In particular,
they proposed to use the Viterbi algorithm with per-branch linear prediction for MLSD
of CM signals with ARMA time-selective channels. Soon after, Iltis [Ilt92] proposed to
use the Viterbi algorithm in conjunction with an extended Kalman filter for per-survivor
joint estimation of symbol timing offset and an AR doubly selective channel. Dai and
Shwedyk [DS94] proposed similar near-optimal trellis-based implementations of noncoherent MLSD for general signal alphabets and ARMA doubly selective channels, using
per-branch Kalman filtering. Yu and Pasupathy [YP95] then extended [LM90] to general
signal alphabets and ARMA doubly selective channels. The latter technique was extended
further to carrier-frequency-offset Rician channels by Hart and Taylor in [HT98].
In related work, Gertsman and Lodge [GL97] showed that the forward-backward algorithm, with per-branch linear prediction, can be used for near-MAP symbol detection under AR time-selective channels and CM alphabets. Independently, these ideas were generalized this approach to doubly selective channels and general signal alphabets by Hart and
Pasupathy [HP00] and Davis, Collings, and Hoeher [DCH01]. For fixed-lag MAP symbol estimation, Zhang, Fitz, and Gelfand [ZFG97] proposed to use per-survivor Kalman
filtering, echoing earlier work by Iltis et al. [ISG94]. Anastasopoulos and Chugg [AC00]
then presented two general families of trellis algorithms, one based on parameter-first
combining and the other on sequence-first combining, that yield both forward-backward
and fixed-lag algorithms.
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Reduced-complexity trellis-PSP equalization for single-carrier schemes
Due to the complexity of near-optimal PSP methods, which are typically based on persequence Kalman filtering, simpler PSP techniques have also been proposed based on
simpler forms of adaptive filtering, such as the RLS25 and LMS algorithms. For example,
Kubo, Murakami, and Fujino [KMF94] proposed to use the Viterbi algorithm in conjunction with the LMS algorithm [Hay01] for per-survivor channel estimation, whereas
Raheli, Polydoros, and Tzou [RPT95] proposed to use the Viterbi algorithm in conjunction with the RLS algorithm [Hay01]. Other LMS and RLS approaches were discussed in
[AC00].
While the previously described PSP algorithms assumed a trivial BEM, PSP for more
general BEMs has also been considered. For example, trellis-based PSP algorithms for
joint estimation of symbols and polynomial BEM [BH99a] coefficients were proposed,
for time-selective channels, by Borah and Hart [BH99c] and Leon and Taylor [LT03].
DFE and trellis methods for both polynomial and Karhunen-Loève BEMs [BH99b] were
studied by Borah and Hart in [BH99b] for doubly selective channels. Trellis-based PSP
using a complex-exponential BEM [TG96] was discussed by El-Mahdy [EM04].
Near-optimal tree-PSP equalization for single-carrier schemes
Since the trellis-based approaches to noncoherent equalization typically use an (M +
NAR )-state trellis, with O(K|A |M+NAR ) complexity, they are impractical for all but very
short delay spreads. Tree-search based PSP is one way to circumvent this complexity. In
one of the earliest proposals, Dai and Shwedyk [DS94] suggested to use a Fano-like treesearch with per-survivor Kalman estimation to non-coherently equalize a doubly selective ARMA channel (assuming a trivial BEM). The method in Zhang, Fitz, and Gelfand
[ZFG97] can be considered as using the T-algorithm to obtain symbol-MAP fixed-lag
metrics for the same channel. For a doubly selective channel modeled by a generic BEM,
Hwang and Schniter proposed PSP-based noncoherent M-algorithm tree-searches that
accomplish approximate MLSD, in [HS07a], and approximate MAP bit detection, in
[HS07b]. The latter, with complexity O(KM 2 I 2 ), was combined with soft decoding in
a turbo receiver.
Iterative noncoherent equalization for single-carrier schemes
For EM-based iterative noncoherent equalization of single-carrier systems, the channel
EM(B) algorithm described in Section 6.4.3 is the most popular approach; the info EM(B)
algorithm, proposed by Georghiades and Han [GH97] for AR time-selective fading and
CM signaling and described in Appendix 6.D, was found, in the more recent studies
[CPB03, YR03], to have convergence problems.
One of the first applications of the channel EMB algorithm to noncoherent equalization of frequency-selective channels was given by Kaleh and Vallet [KV94]. Anton-Haro,
Fonollosa and Fonollosa [AHFF97] proposed a channel EM algorithm for doubly selective channels that used a polynomial BEM, assuming CM signaling. More recently, Yan
25 Recall

that the ML channel estimate (6.77) reduces to an LS estimate in the case of white noise, which can be
computed recursively using RLS.
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and Rao [YR03] proposed a channel EMB method for AR-1 time-selective channels and
CM signaling that employs a Kalman filter. Nissilä and Pasupathy [NP03] generalized
these ideas to AR doubly selective channels and arbitrary constellations through the use
of Kalman smoothing. All of these approaches used the forward-backward algorithm to
evaluate the posterior bit probabilities in (6.95). Because the number of trellis states in
the forward-backward algorithm is |A |M+NAR , however, these approaches are practical
for only very short delay spread M.
To circumvent the complexity of trellis processing, Hwang and Schniter [HS09] proposed to use suboptimal tree-search to compute the dominant posterior bit probabilities,
via (6.96)-(6.97), leading to a complexity of only O(KM 2 I 2 ). This approach can be
considered an extension of the technique originally proposed by Chiavaccini and Vitetta
[CV01] for a time-selective channel and trivial BEM, to doubly selective channels modeled by generic BEMs.

6.4.5

Noncoherent equalization for time-frequency concentrated
modulation/demodulation

We saw, in the previous section, that the use of single-carrier modulation/demodulation
facilitated Gauss-Markov modeling of the effective channel trajectory {q[l, d]}K−1
l=0 . Timefrequency concentrated modulation/demodulation schemes26 generally do not facilitate
the use of a Gauss-Markov model with order NAR ≪ K, since q[l, d] can change very
quickly in l. For example, with multicarrier schemes, {q[l, 0]}K−1
l=0 represents the channel
frequency response, which may exhibit deep and sudden nulls. Thus, the trellis-based approaches to noncoherent equalization (whether optimal, PSP approximate, or EM-based)
do not apply here. For this reason, the literature on noncoherent equalization for timefrequency concentrated modulation/demodulation schemes is somewhat sparse.
For time-frequency concentrated modulation/demodulation, the dimensionality of the
effective channel response {q[l, d]} is more efficiently reduced by a BEM, e.g., the complexexponential BEM (as proposed in the classical OFDM work [ESJJ+ 98]). Cui and Tellambura [CT07] applied the complex exponential (CE)-BEM, made several approximations
to the noncoherent MLSD metric in (6.69) to reduce it to a simple quadratic form aH Ra
(with a-independent R), and then used tree-search to find the optimal a ∈ A K , all under
the assumption that A was constant modulus. Hwang and Schniter took a more direct
approach, leveraging the CE-BEM to design PSP-based and channel EMB-based noncoherent MAP bit equalization algorithms
in [HS08] and [HS09], respectively, whose

complexities scale as O K(2D + 1)2 I 2 . The key to these low complexities is the use of
a fast metric update. Here, the BEM dimension I refers to the number of active channel
taps; it is typical that I ≪ M when the delay power profile is sparse. These latter algorithms achieve near-MAP performance with a complexity that is quite reasonable, even
for large simultaneous channel delay and Doppler spreads.

26 In

this section, we will include OFDM in the “time-frequency concentrated” class under the assumption that
the Doppler spread is mild enough to guarantee a short inter-carrier interference spread.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have given a broad overview of coherent and noncoherent equalization for rapidly TV channels, focusing on the case of significant delay spread. To better
understand the problem, we described the combined effect of modulation, channel propagation, and demodulation using an effective channel matrix Q, and then examined the key
features of Q. We found that the support of the significant coefficients within Q can be
described as widely quasi-banded when single-carrier modulation/demodulation is used,
and narrowly quasi-banded when time-frequency concentrated modulation/demodulation
is used. This structure of Q was later used to explain the design of low-complexity equalization algorithms.
We then discussed coherent equalization, where Q is assumed to be known. Various
equalization criteria were described, including those based on ML, MAP, MMSE, and
the computation of posterior LLRs. Equalization tools were described next, including
trellis-based, linear, decision feedback, tree-search based, and iterative methods. We then
described how these criteria and tools have been applied to the design of coherent equalizers for time-frequency concentrated modulation/demodulation over rapidly TV channels,
highlighting fast serial and fast joint equalization schemes. For equalization of singlecarrier modulation/demodulation over rapidly TV channels, we focused on frequencydomain equalization approaches that yield high performance with low complexity.
Finally, we discussed noncoherent equalization, where Q is assumed unknown (though
sometimes its statistics are known). For this, the system model was reformulated to accommodate an efficient BEM-based parameterization of the effective channel Q. Various
equalization criteria were described, including those based on ML, MAP, GLRT, MMSE,
and posterior LLRs. Equalization tools were described next, including those based on
trellis, tree search, per-survivor processing, and the EM algorithm. We then described
how these criteria and tools have been applied to the design of noncoherent equalizers for
single-carrier modulation/demodulation over rapidly TV channels. While the traditional
approach was to leverage a Gauss-Markov fading model for the channel trajectory, general
BEM approaches have been developed more recently. Finally, we described noncoherent
equalization for time-frequency concentrated modulation/demodulation over rapidly TV
channels, a problem which has received attention only recently.

Section 6.B: Derivation of the noncoherent MLSD expression (6.73)
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6.A Derivation of posterior LLR expression (6.36)
Applying Bayes rule to the numerator of the posterior LLR in (6.19), we find
Pr{c[ j] = 1 | y, Q} =

∑

c:c[ j]=1

p(c | y, Q) =

∑

c:c[ j]=1

f (y | c, Q)p(c | Q)
. (6.98)
f (y | Q)

As in the text, all possibilities of coded bit vectors c ∈ {0, 1}K log2 |A | are considered in
the summations, not only those in the codebook. Doing the same to the denominator of
(6.19) and then taking the log of their ratio yields
Lc|y,Q [ j] = ln

∑c:c[ j]=1 f (y | c, Q)p(c | Q)
.
∑c:c[ j]=0 f (y | c, Q)p(c | Q)
K log |A |−1

Assuming independent coded bits, so that p(c | Q) = p(c) = ∏ j′ =0 2
using the identity

exp (c[ j′ ] − 1)Lc [ j′ ]
′
p(c[ j ]) =
for c[ j′ ] ∈ {0, 1},
1 + exp(−Lc [ j′ ])

(6.99)
p(c[ j′ ]), and

(6.100)

we can rewrite (6.99) as
Lc|y,Q [ j] = ln

∑c:c[ j]=1 f (y | c, Q) exp(lTc c)
∑c:c[ j]=0 f (y | c, Q) exp(lTc c)

(6.101)

T
for lc , Lc [0] · · · Lc [K − 1] . Finally, writing the LLR expression (6.101) in terms
of the MAP metric (6.34) yields (6.36).

6.B Derivation of the noncoherent MLSD expression (6.73)
Using (6.68), we can write the first term in (6.69) as
yH C−1
y|a y

= yH Cz + Λ a Cθ Λ H
a

−1

y.

(6.102)

Applying the matrix inversion lemma, and introducing a pair of terms that sum to zero,
−1 H −1
H −1
H −1
H −1
−1
yH C−1
Λ a Cz y
y|a y = y Cz y − y Cz Λ a Cθ + Λ a Cz Λ a

−1 H −1
H −1
−1
Λ a Cz y
− yH C−1
z Λ a Cθ + Λ a Cz Λ a

−1
H −1
−1
−1
ΛH
+ yH C−1
a Cz y.
z Λ a Cθ + Λ a Cz Λ a

(6.103)
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Plugging in the expression for θ̂θ MMSE|a in (6.72),
yH C−1
y|a y

H

−1
H −1
θ MMSE|a Λ H
θ MMSE|a
= yH C−1
z y − θ̂
a Cz y − y Cz Λ a θ̂

H
H −1
θ
+ θ̂θ MMSE|a C−1
θ + Λ a Cz Λ a θ̂ MMSE|a
2
y − Λ a θ̂θ MMSE|a C−1
z

=

+ kθ̂θ MMSE|a k2C−1 .
θ

(6.104)
(6.105)

6.C Explanation of EM recursion (6.91)
Given an estimate x̂(i) at the ith iteration, the EM algorithm [DLR77] attempts to find x
which maximizes the increase in log-likelihood, i.e.,
ln f (y | x) − ln f (y | x̂(i) )
= ln

Z

Z

f (y, u | x)du − ln f (y | x̂(i) )

(6.106)

f (y, u | x)
du − ln f (y | x̂(i) )
f (u | y, x̂(i) )
Z
f (y, u | x)
du − ln f (y | x̂(i) ) , ∆(x | x̂(i) ),
≥
f (u | y, x̂(i) ) ln
f (u | y, x̂(i) )

= ln

f (u | y, x̂(i) )

(6.107)
(6.108)

where Jensen’s inequality was used in (6.108). From (6.108), it can be seen that x̂(i+1) ,
arg maxx ∆(x | x̂(i) ) can be written as (6.91) after dropping non-essential terms. Since
∆(x̂(i) | x̂(i) )

Z

f (y, u | x̂(i) )
du − ln f (y | x̂(i) )
f (u | y, x̂(i) )
Z
f (y, u | x̂(i) )
=
f (u | y, x̂(i) ) ln
du
f (u | y, x̂(i) )
Z
1
f (u | y, x̂(i) )du
+ ln
f (y | x̂(i) )
Z
f (y, u | x̂(i) )
du
=
f (u | y, x̂(i) ) ln
f (u | y, x̂(i) ) f (y | x̂(i) )
{z
}
|
=

f (u | y, x̂(i) ) ln

(6.109)

(6.110)
(6.111)

=1

= 0,

(6.112)

if follows that the increase in log-likelihood associated with the EM estimate x̂(i+1) equals
∆(x̂(i+1) | x̂(i) ) = maxx ∆(x | x̂(i) ) ≥ ∆(x̂(i) | x̂(i) ) = 0, and hence the EM recursion never
decreases the log likelihood. Thus, when the likelihood f (y | x) is unimodal in x, the EM
recursions will converge to x̂ML .

Section 6.D: Info EM(B) algorithms for noncoherent equalization
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6.D Info EM(B) algorithms for noncoherent equalization
In info EMB, the bits c are estimated while treating the channel parameters θ as missing
data, so that (6.92) becomes (with x = c and u = θ )

Z
f (θ | y, ĉ(i) ) ln f (y, θ | c)d θ + ln p(c) . (6.113)
ĉ(i+1) = arg max
c∈{0,1}K

The identity ln f (y, θ | c) = ln f (y | θ , c) + ln f (θ ), in conjunction with the Gaussian
noise assumption, yields

Z
ĉ(i+1) = arg min
f (θ | y, ĉ(i) ) ky − Λ a′ θ k2C−1 d θ − ln p(c) , (6.114)
c∈{0,1}K

z

where a is a one-to-one function of c. Then using Bayes rule for
f (θ | y, ĉ(i) ) = R

f (y | θ , ĉ(i) ) f (θ )
,
f (y | θ ′ , ĉ(i) ) f (θ ′ )d θ ′

in conjunction with the Rayleigh fading assumption, (6.113) reduces to
(i+1)

ĉ

= arg min

(R

ky − Λ a θ k2 −1 f (y | θ , ĉ(i) ) f (θ )d θ

= arg min

(R


exp − ky − Λâ(i) θ k2 −1 − kθ k2 −1 ky − Λa θ k2 −1 d θ
Cz
Cθ
Cz

R
exp − ky − Λ â(i) θ ′ k2 −1 − kθ ′ k2 −1 d θ ′

c∈{0,1}K

c∈{0,1}K

)

R

Cz

f (y | θ ′ , ĉ(i) ) f (θ ′ )d θ ′

Cz

− ln p(c)

)

(6.115)

Cθ

− ln p(c) .

(6.116)

The optimization problem (6.116) is, in general, difficult to solve. In the simplified case of
frequency-nonselective fading, white noise, CM alphabet, and the trivial BEM, though,
ky − Λ a θ k2 −1 = C1 + C2 ∏K−1
k=0 Re{a[k]θ̂ [k, 0]} for C1 and C2 that do not depend on a,
Cz
making the optimization problem (6.116) tractable [GH97]. Even then, the hard-decision
nature of info EMB makes it subject to error propagation. Thus, it is not surprising that
channel EMB has been shown to outperform info EMB for this simplified setup [YR03].
For info EM, or without an informative prior distribution for c, the ln p(c) term can be
neglected, so that
ĉ(i+1)

= arg min

c∈{0,1}K

Z


exp − ky − Λ â(i) θ k2C−1 − kθ k2C−1 ky − Λ a θ k2C−1 d θ . (6.117)
z

θ

z

Note, however, that the minimization is not significantly simplified relative to (6.116).
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Table 6.1

Variables introduced for the equalization chapter

no.

symbol

description

1.1

H

channel convolution matrix

1.2

G

modulation matrix

1.3

Γ

demodulation matrix

1.4

Q = ΓHG

effective channel matrix

1.5

U

upper triangular matrix

1.6

A ⊂A

K

codebook

Pr{c[i]=1}
Lc [i] = Pr{c[i]=0}
Pr{c[i]=1 | y,Q}
Lc|y,Q [i] = Pr{c[i]=0
| y,Q}
Pr{c[i]=1 | y}
Lc|y [i] = Pr{c[i]=0
| y}
√
kxkC = xH Cx

a-priori log likelihood ratio (LLR),

1.11

DA (·)

quantization w.r.t. alphabet A

1.12

Ng

OFDM guard length

1.13

NAR

Gauss-Markov model order

1.14

diag{.}

create diagonal matrix from vector

1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10

coherent posterior log likelihood ratio (LLR),
noncoherent posterior log likelihood ratio (LLR),
weighted norm of x w.r.t Hermitian PSD matrix C

avoid
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